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ABSTRACT

The mobile station (MS) consists of the mobile equipment (the terminal) and a
smart card called the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM). The SIM provides personal
mobility, so that the user can have access to subscribed services irrespective of a
specific terminal. By inserting the SIM card into another GSM terminal, the user is able
to receive calls at that terminal, make calls from that terminal, and receive other
subscribed services.
The GSM technical specifications define the different entities that form the
GSM network by defining their functions and interface requirements.
Each mobile uses a separate, temporary radio channel to talk to the cell site. The
cell site talks to many mobiles at once, using one channel per mobile. Channels use a
pair of frequencies for communication-one

frequency (the forward link) for

transmitting from the cell site and one frequency (the reverse link) for the cell site to
receive calls from the users. Radio energy dissipates over distance, so mobiles must stay
near the base station to maintain communications. The basic structure of mobile
networks includes telephone systems and radio services. Where mobile radio service
operates in a closed network and has no access to the telephone system, mobile
telephone service allows interconnection to the telephone network.
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INTRODUCTION
The project of connection between computer and mobile consists of
introduction , 4 chapters and conclusion.
Chapter One describes the transmission media and their impairments , guided ,
unguided media , fiber optic cables , optical transmitters and transmitter and receiver
circuit.
Chapter Two describes all types of encoding in communication, digital-digital ,
analog-digital , digital-analog and analog-analog.
Chapter Three describes the transmission of digital data : interfaces and modems.
Chapter Four describes high speed wireless LAN for mobile computing architecture and prototype modem implementation.
Conclusion presents the optained important results and contributions in the
project.
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Transmission Media

1. TRANSMISSION MEDIA

I Mathematical Models for Communication Channels
:he design of communication systems we find it convenient to construct mathematical
els that reflect the most important characteristics of the transmission medium. Below, we
ide a brief description of the channel models that are frequently used to characterize
y of the physical channels that we encounter in practice.

e additive noise channel. The simplest mathematical model for a communication channel
ıne additive noise channel, illustrated in Figure 1.1.

Channel

s(t)

r(t)

n(t)
Figure 1.1 Mathematical model for communication channel.

this model, the transmitted signal s (t) is corrupted by an additive random noise process
. Physically, the additive noise process may arise from electronic components and
lifiers at the receiver of the communication system, or from interference encountered in
mission as in the case of radio signal transmission.
the noise is introduced primarily by electronic components and amplifiers at the receiver, it
-"y be characterized as thermal noise. This type of noise is characterized statistically as a
sian noise process. Hence, the resulting mathematical model for the channel is usually

ed the additive Gaussian noise channel. In this case the received signal is
r(t) = as(t) + n(t)
ere a represents the attenuation factor.
The linear filter channel. In some physical channels such as wire-line telephone
aannels, filters are used to ensure that the transmitted signals do not exceed specified
dwidth limitations and thus do not interfere with one another. Such channel (Figure 1.2)
ut can be characterized as
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Channel
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Figure 1.2 Output channel characterization

r(t)

= s(t) * h(t) + n(t) = [, h( r)s(t

-r)dr + n(t)

ere h(t) is the impulse response of the linear filter and symbol* denotes convolution.

e linear time-variant filter channel. Physical channels such as underwater acoustic
els and ionosphere radio channels, which result in time-variant multi-path propagation
the transmitted signal, may be characterized mathematically as time-variant linear filters.
h system is characterized by a time-variant channel with impulse response h (r; t) filters
gure 1.3). For an input signals (t), the channel output is
r·-·-·-·-·- -·- -·-·-

I

I

I

Filter
h(ı:;t)

S(t

r(t)
I

n(t)I
I

Channel
L.-·-·-

-·-·-·-·-·-

-·-·

Figure 1.3 Time-variant channel with impulse response.

r(t) = s(t) *h( ı: ; t) + n(t)

The three mathematical

models described above adequately

physical channels encountered in practice.
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1.2 Transmission Impairments
transmission medium is the physical path between transmitter and receiver. The
cteristics and quality of data transmission are determined both by the nature of the signal
the nature of the medium.
-~•.. any communication system, it must be recognized that the signal that is received will
----er from the signal that is transmitted due to various transmission impairments. For analog
s, these impairments introduce various random modifications that degrade the signal
ity, For digital signals, bit errors are introduced: a binary 1 is transformed into a binary O
vıce versa.

1.2.1 Attenuation
signal propagates along a transmission medium its amplitude decreases. This is known as
attenuation. To compensate the attenuation, amplifiers are inserted at intervals along
cable to restore the received signal to its original level. Signal attenuation increases as a
ction of frequency. To overcome this problem, the amplifiers are designed to amplify
erent frequency by varying gains of amplifications. These devices are known as equaliser.
guided media (Twisted wires, Coaxial cables and Fiber optic cables) attenuation, is
~'Çıi'.llly logarithmic and it is typically expressed as a constant number of decibels per unit
ce
N,dB = 1 O log p2
Pı
Pr,

,

where N - number of decibels

P2 - input and output powers.

u

N,dB = 20log-2
Uı

unguided media attenuation is a more complex function of distance and the make-up of
a:tmosphere.An example is shown in Figure 1 .4, which shows attenuation as a function of
ency for a typical wire line. In Figure 1 .4, attenuation is measured relative to the
uation at 1000 Hz. Positive values on the y-axis represent attenuation greater than that at
Hz. For any other frequency f, the relative attenuation in decibels is Nr= 10 logjn Pr I
.The solid line in Figure shows attenuation without equalization. The dashed line shows
effects of equalization.
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Nt, dB at f= lkHz

5

o
f,kHz

2

1

3

4

Figure 1.4. Attenuation without Equalization.

1.2.2 Delay Distortion
. · distortion is a phenomenon peculiar to guided transmission media. The distortion is
sed by the fact that the velocity of propagation of a signal through a guided medium varies
· frequency. This effect is referred to as delay distortion, since the received signal is
rted due to variable delay in its components. Delay distortion is particularly critical for
data. Consider that a sequence of bits is being transmitted, using either analog or
gital signals. Because of delay distortion, some of the signal components of one bit position
spill over into other bit positions, causing inter-symbol interference, which is a major
nation to maximum bit rate over a transmission control. Equalizing techniques can also be
for delay distortion.

1.2.3 Noise
any data transmission, the received signal will consist of the transmitted signal, modified
_ the various distortions imposed by the transmission system, plus additional unwanted
gnals that are inserted somewhere between transmission and reception. These undesired
gnals are referred to Noise and can be divided into four categories: Thermal noise, Interulation noise, and Cross-talk and Impulse noise.
Thermal noise is due to thermal agitation of electrons in a conductor. It is present in all
ectronic devices and transmission media and is a function of temperature. Thermal noise is
· formly distributed across the frequency spectrum and hence is often referred to as white
· e. Thermal noise cannot be eliminated and therefore places an upper bound on
4
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-m:.-::.mications system performance. This noise is assumed to be independent of frequency.
al noise in watts present in a bandwidth of W-hertz can be expressed as

N=kTW
ibel-watts:
_; = 10 logk + 10 log T + 1 O log W
= -228.6 (dbW) + lülogT + 10 logW
lıere No - noise power density, watts/hertz;
,r

-

Boltzmann's constant k = 1.3803 x

ıo-23

Jı°K; T - temperature, degrees Kelvin

signals at different frequencies share the same transmission medium, the result may be
.ıııı.w,~dulation noise. The effect of inter-modulation noise is to produce signals at a
I

_ıe::ıcy, which is the sum or difference of the two original frequencies or multiples of those

I

pencies. For example, the mixing of signals at frequencies fı and f2 might produce energy
rrequency f1 + f2. This derived signal could interfere with an intended signal at the

.......--ıcy fı + f2.
~-mocıulation noise is produced when there is some non-linearity in the transmitter,
. or interviewing transmission system.
has been experienced by anyone who, while using the telephone, he/she is able to

fUV/!il-ı:alk

ther conversation: it is an unwanted coupling between signal paths. It can occur by
ıiııc::ical coupling between nearby twisted pair or rarely coaxial cable lines carrying multiple
...--,,

Among several types of cross-talk the most limiting impairment for data

mmc::mication systems is near-end cross-talk (self-cross-talk or echo), since it is caused by
g signal output by the transmitter output being coupled with much weaker signal at
of the local receiver circuit. Adaptive noise canceller is used to overcome this type

ırx;m:rınent.
e noise,has short duration and have relatively high amplitude. It is generated from a
~y

of causes, including external electromagnetic disturbances, such as lightning, electrical

~,-"S

associated with the switching circuits used in the telephone exchange.

ıııııçı;:.._-.e noise is generally only a minor annoyance for analog data. For example, voice
s ission can be corrupted by short clicks and crackles with no loss of intelligibility.
~-er,

impulse noise is the primary source of error in digital data communication. For

::ı;;c::;,le,

impulse noise of O.Ol s duration would not destroy any voice data, but would wash

ut 50 bits of data is being transmitted at 4800 bps.

5
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annel Capacity
at which data can be transmitted over a given communication channel, under given
=-=-:::.ons, is referred to as the channel capacity.

are four concepts here that we are trying to relate to one another.
rate: This is the rate, in bits per second (bps), at which data can be transmitted.
dwidth: This is the bandwidth of the transmitted signal as constrains by the transmitter
the nature of the transmission medium, expressed by Hertz.
--~: The average level of noise over the communications path.
,r rate: The rate at which errors occur, where an error is the reception of a 1 when a O
- transmitted or the reception of a O when a 1 was transmitted.
, ..,- ıunication facilities are expensive and, in general, the greater the bandwidth of a facility
greater the cost. Furthermore, all transmission channels of any practical interest are of
bandwidth. The limitations arise from the physical properties of the transmission

lııım::.-"d

from deliberate limitations at the transmitter on the bandwidth to prevent
ference from other sources. Accordingly, we would like to make as efficient use as
le of a given bandwidth.
- consider the case of a channel that is noise-free. In this environment, the limitation on
rate is simply the bandwidth of the signal. A formulation of this limitation, due to
states that if the rate of signal transmission is 2W, then a signal with frequencies no
er than W is sufficient to carry the data rate. The conserve is also true: Given a
ridthofW, the highest signal rate that can be carried is 2W.
.ever, as we shall see in chapter 3, signals with more than two levels can be used; that is
signal element can represent more than one bit. For example; if M possible voltage
are used, then each signal element can be represented by n = log, M numbers of bits.
- · multilevel signaling, the Nyquist formulation becomes

C=2 Wlog2M
-n.nc,,

for M = 8, a value used with some modems, C becomes 18600 bps.

important parameter associated with a channel is a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) expressed
as

SNR = l Ologu, (SIN) dB
'here SIN - signal -to- noise powers ratio. Clearly a high SIN will mean a high - quality

signal and a low number of required intermediate repeaters.
6
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gnal - to noise ratio is important in the transmission of digital data because it sets the
und on the achievable data rate. The maximum channel capacity, in bits per second,
~ tne equation attributed as the Shannon - Hartley law

C = W log, (1 + SIN) ~ 3,32 Wlogjn (1 +SIN),

Guided Media
The guided media includes: twisted pair, coaxial cable and fiber-optic cable (see
1.5).

Guided media

Coaxial cable

Twisted pair

Fiber-optic
cable

Figure 1.5 Categories of Guided Media

Table 1.1 contains the typical characteristics for guided media
Table 1.1 Typical characteristics for guided media

I

Medium

Bandwidth

Total Data Rate

Repeater Spacing

Transmission
Twisted pair

1-100 Mbps

lOOHz-5 MHz

2 - 10 km

Coaxial cable

lMbps-1 Gbps

100 Hz- 500 MHz

1-lükm

Optical fiber

2 Gbps

2GHz

10- 10 O km

In the past two parallel flat wires were used for communications. Each wire is
.asulated from the other and both are open to free space. This type of line is used for

7
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equipment that is up to 50 m apart using moderate rate (less than 20 kbps). The

',~g

z

typically a voltage or current level relative to some ground reference is applied to one

a,

hile the ground reference is applied to the other. Although a two wire open line can be
-~ connect two computers directly, it is used mainly for connecting computers with
~s.

As shown in Figure 1 .6 two simple wires more sensitive to noise interference.

Noise effect= 16 units

Total noise effect is
16-12 = 4 unit

Transmitter

Noise effect= 12 units

Figure 1.6 Effect of noise in parallel lines.

lgure 1.7 (a) Layouts of the coaxial cables, (b) Twisted pairs and (c) Fiber-optic cables.
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Twisted Pair
sted pair consists of two insulated copper wires. Over longer distances, cables may
a :;ı. hundreds of pairs. The twisting of the individual pairs minimizes electromagnetic

f
i

iiııı:::::::::-;;:;rence between the pairs (see Figure 1.8).

Total noise is
14-14 = O

Sender

Receiver

__.

__.

__.

3

3

3

Figure 1.8 Effect of noise on twisted-pair lines

aırs can be used to transmit both analog and digital signals. For analog signals,
mq;,;fiers are required about every 5 to 6 km. For digital signals, repeaters are used at every 2
. It is the backbone of the telephone system as well as the low - cost microcomputer
network within a building. In the telephone

system, individual telephone sets are

mm:ıected to the local telephone exchange or "end office" by twisted - pair wire. These are
~

to as "local loops". Within an office building, telephone service is often provided by
~ of a Private Branch Exchange (PBX). For modem digital PBX systems, data rate is
64 kbps. Local loop connections typically require a modem, with a maximum data rate

O bps. However, twisted pair is used for long - distance trucking applications and data
of 100 Mbps or more may be achieved.
.isted pair comes in two forms: shielded (STP) and unshielded (UTP). Figure 1.9 shows
a) and UTP (b, c). The metal casing prevents the penetration of electromagnetic noise
eliminates

cross-talk.

Materials

and manufacturing

requirements

make STP more

!:l;'cllSİVe than UTP but less susceptible to noise. UTP is cheap, flexible, and easy to use.

9
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•

Plastic jacket

Braided metal shield

/~.(~
a)

b)

c)
Figure 1.9 shows STP (a) and UTP (b, c).

1.4.2 Coaxial Cable
:nain limiting factor of a twisted pair line are its capacity and a phenomenon known as
effect. As the bit rate increases, the current flowing in the wires tends to flow only on
:r surface of the wire, thus using the less available cross-section. This increases the
ııa=ical resistance of the wires for higher frequency signals, leading to the attenuation In
n, at higher frequencies, more signal power is lost as a result of radiation effect.
, ıiWD,aı

cables, like twisted pairs, consist of two conductors, but are constructed differently to
it to operate over a wider range of frequencies. Coaxial cables have been perhaps the

ersatile transmission medium and is enjoying increasing utilising in a wide variety of
~--cations. The most important of these are long-distance telephone and television
ııım:-=-;ıission, televisiorı'distribution, and short-range connections between devices and local
erworks. In Figure 1.1 O are shown the constructions of the coaxial cables. Using
~ı..racy-division multiplexing a coaxial cable can carry over 10,000 voice channels
-::meously.Coaxial cables are used to transmit both analog and digital signals.
rincipal constraints on performance are attention, thermal noise, and intermodulation

10
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Plastic jacket

C
Aliminum tubing

Plastic jacket

Polyetilen dielectric

Center conductor

Figure 1.10 Coaxial Cable

1.5 Unguided Media
are three basic modes of getting a radio wave from the transmitting to receıvıng

f

ıı ıa ·

ground wave, space wave, sky wave proportions (Figure 1.11)
· vision of the electromagnetic frequency range is given in the Table 1.2

Figure 1.11 Sky Wave Proportion
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Table 1.2 Frequency Range for Wireless Communication
Name

Data rate

Principal applications

LF (Low Frequency)

0.1 - 100 bps

Navigation, Submarine

MF (Medium Frequency)

10- 1000 bps

AM radio

HF (High Frequency)

10-3000 bps

Shortwave radio, CB radio

VHF (Very High Frequency)

To 100 kbps

VHF Television, FM radio
UHF Television

UHF(Upper High Frequency)

I

To 10 Mbps

I Mobile communication
Terrestrial Microwave

SHF (Super High Frequency)

\ To 100 Mbps

\ Satellite and Terrestrial
microwaves, Radar

uency of the radio wave is of primary importance in considering the performance of

Ground - Wave Propagation
d wave is a radio wave that travels along the earth's surface. It is sometimes referred
surface wave. Attenuation of ground waves is directly related to the surface impedance

earth. This impedance is a function of conductivity and frequency. If the earth's surface
_ ., conductive, the absorption of wave energy, and thus its attenuation, will be reduced.
~wave

propagation is much better over water (especially salt water) than say a very
r conductivity) desert terrain. The ground losses increase rapidly with increasing

~ey.

For these reasons ground waves are not very effective at frequencies above 2
Ground- wave propagation is the only way to communicate into the ocean with

wir::;.3:rines (about 100 miles distance). To minimise the attenuation of seawater, extremely
uency (ELF) propagation is utilised. A typically used frequency is 100 Hz, the

• ı, :arionis about 0.3 dB/m.

12
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pace- Wave (line-of-site propagation) Propagation

types of space waves are shown in Figure 1.12. They are the direct wave and ground
_._red....ı wave. Do not confuse these with the ground wave just discussed. The direct wave is

e most widely used mode of antenna communications. The propagated wave is
-ıı..P:ııı;;:uj

from transmitting to receiving antenna and does not travel along the ground. The
surface, therefore, does not attenuate it. The direct space wave has one severe

lııilıtion - it is basically limited to so called line-of -sight transmission distances. Thus, the

ıs

ıı 2 height and the curvature of the earth are the limiting factors. The actual radio horizon

1/3 times greater then the geometric line of sight due to diffraction effects and is

..._.......'-~Y predicted by the following approximation:

1:1Wııe: ~

d - radio horizon (mi); hr- transmitting antenna height (ft);
hR - receiving antenna height (ft)

Ghosting in TV reception. Any tall or massive objects obstruct space waves. This

-.n~,in
~~c

diffraction (and subsequent shadow zones) and reflections. Reflections pose a

problem since, for example, reception of a TV signal may be the combined result of a
space wave and a reflected space waves. This condition results in ghosting, which
fests itself in the form of a double - image distortion. This is due to the two signals

~~g

at the receiver at two different times. A possible solution to the ghosting problem is
e the receiving antenna orientation so that the reflected wave is too weak to be
yed.

Sky Wave Propagation

sky wave has the ability to strike the ionosphere. It can be refracted from it to the ground,
e the ground, be reflected back toward the ionosphere, and so on. A frequency occurring
em is signal multipath. The multipath occurs when the transmitted signal arrives at the
· ·er via multipath paths at different delays. Signal multipath results intersymbol
erence in a digital communication system The signal components arriving via different

13
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•• _• ion paths may add destructively, resulting in a phenomenon called signal fading. Sky
gation ceases to exist at frequencies above 30 MHz. However it is possible to have

a

_irric scatter propagation at the range of 30 MHz and troposphere scattering at 40 MHz

~Hu

ranges of frequencies are of interest in discussion.
wave frequencies that cover a range of about 3 to 30 GHz. At these frequencies,

_ : directional beams are possible, and microwave is quite suitable for point-to-point

that cover a range of about 30 MHz to 1 GHz. At these frequencies,
·directional transmission is possible, and microwave is quite suitable for broadcasting.

--11..
l

refer to signals in the range 30 MHz to 1 GHz as radio waves.
irectional transmission is used and signals at these frequencies are suitable for

\:ast applications. The most common type of microwave antenna is the parabolic "dish".
size is about 1 O ft in diameter. The antenna is fixed rigidly and focuses a narrow
··- achieve line-of-sight transmission to the receiving antenna. Microwave antennas are
. located at substantial heights above ground level in order to extend the range between

p

w .,3,s and to be able to transmit over intervening obstacles.
· ary use for terrestrial microwave systems is in long-haul telecommunications

ı~.

as an alternative to coaxial cable for transmitting television and voice. Like coaxial
microwave can support high data rates over long distances. The microwave facility
..,... far fewer amplifiers or repeaters than coaxial cable for the same distance, but requires

.alııııcôer increasingly common use of microwave is for short point- to point links between
-.r,··::ıgs. This can be used for closed- circuit TV or as a data link between local networks.

.\ a potential use for terrestrial microwave is to provide digital data transmission in
regions (radius < 1 O km). This concept has been termed as "local data distribution" and
provide an alternative to phone lines for digital networking.
microwave transmission covers a substantial portion of the spectrum. Common
ir:'?-]e'Ilciesused for transmission are in the range 2 to 40 GHz. The higher the frequency used
·gher the potential bandwidth, and therefore, the higher the potential data rate.
ith any transmission system, a main source of loss for microwave is attenuation.

14
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L = 10Log(4~d)2 dB;
·- the distance and ıı, is the wavelength in the same units.
aries as the square of the distance. This is in contrast to twisted pair and coaxial
the loss varies logarithmically with distance (linear in decibels). Thus repeaters
p

fi fiers may be placed farther apart for microwave systems - 1 O to 100 km is typical.
increased with rainfall. Another source of impairment for microwave is

rview of Fiber Optic Cable
e fiber-optic is defined as branch of optics that deals with the transmission of light
_ ultra pure glass, plastic or some other form of transparent media. One of first noted
ent that demonstrated the transmission of light through a dielectric medium has been
John Tyndall. In 1854 John Tyndall demonstrated that light could be guided
a

'! ,

stream of water based on the principle of total internal reflection.
1880 Alexander Graham Bell invented the photo phone, a device that transmits

· goals over a beam of light.
Great interest in communication at optical frequencies was created in 1958 with the
ıııııcı:rion of the laser by Charles H. Townes.

1966 Charles K. Kao and George Rockham of Standard Telecommunications
lıltı:r.nories of England performed several experiments to prove that, if glass could be made
:nınsparent by reducing its impurities, light loss could be minimized. Their research led
~ ublication in which they predicted that optical fiber could be made pure enough to

!I

s:.it light several kilometers. In the next two decades researchers worked intensively to

r

[-6:Jı;:e the attenuation to 0.16 dB/km.
In1988 the Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) was published by the American
!lııDınal Standards Institute (ANSI).

1995 Multimedia applications for business have become the major impetus for
eased use of optical fiber within the LAN, MAN, and WAN environment.
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1 Advantages and Disadvantages of the FOS
a) Advantages
Bandwidth One of the most significant advantages that fiber has over copper or other
•ısııission media is a bandwidth. Bandwidth is directly related to the amount of information
be transmitted per unit time. Today's advanced fiber optic systems are capable of
MIPSmİttingseveral gigabits per second over hundreds of kilometers. Ten thousands of voice
411ıııı::nels can now be multiplexed together and sent over a single fiber strand.
Less Lose. Currently, fiber is being manufactured to exhibit less than a few tenths of a
en_~! of loss per kilometer.
Less Weight and Volume. Fiber optic cables are substantially lighter in weight and
~y

much less volume than copper cables with the same information capacity. For

1-=ıple, a 3-in. diameter telephone cable consisting of 900 twisted-pair wires can be replaced
single fiber strand 0.005 inch in diameter (approximately the diameter of a hair strand)
retain the same information-carrying capacity. Even with a rugged protective jacket
:;JWll.iUllding the fiber, it occupies enormously less space and weights considerably less.
Security. Since light does not radiate from a fiber optic cable, it is nearly impossible
cretly tap into it without detection. For this reason, several applications requiring
t~unications

security employ fiber-optic systems. Military information, for example, can

.,.-:m<rrnitted over fiber to prevent eavesdropping. In addition, metal detectors cannot detect
tmı:::---0ptic cables unless they are manufactured with steel reinforcement for strength.
Flexibility. The surface of glass fiber is much more refined than ordinary glass. This,
ed with its small diameter, allows it to be flexible enough to wrap around a pencil. In
,- of strength, a 0.005-in. strand of fiber is strong enough to cut one's finger before it
_.-

,. if enough pressure is applied against it.
Economics. Presently, the cost of fiber is comparable to copper at approximately
to $0.50 per yard and is expected to drop as it becomes more widely used. Since

r• s:ıission
r

~

losses are considerably less than for coaxial cable, expensive repeaters can be

farther apart. Fewer repeaters mean a reduction in overall system cost and enhanced
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liability. Once installed, a longer life span is expected with fiber over its metallic
...__e""ar•.•.LS since it is more resistant to corrosion caused by environmental extremes such as
•

anıre, corrosive gases, and liquids.
Disadvantages
spite of the numerous advantages that fiber optic systems have over conventional
of transmission, there are some disadvantages, particularly because of its newness.
-these disadvantages are being overcome with new and competitive technology.
Interfacing costs. Electronic facilities must be converted to optics in order to interface
Often these costs are initially overlooked. Fiber-optic transmitter, receiver, couplers,
ectors, for example, must be employed as part of the communication system. Test
· equipment is costly. If the fiber optic cable breaks, splicing can be a costly and

trength. Fiber, by itself, has a tensile strength of approximately 1 lb, as compared
·al cable at 180 1 b (RG59U) surrounding the fiber with stranded Kevlar and a
ı

PCV jacket can increase the pulling strength up to 500 lb. Installations requiring

1!·ve

tensile strengths can be achieved with steel reinforcement.
Remote Powering of Devices. Occasionally it is necessary to provide electrical power
te device. Since this cannot be achieved through the fiber, metallic conductors are
luded in the cable assembly. Several manufacturers now offer a complete line of
s, including cables manufactured with both copper wire and fiber.

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, there were two schools of thought regarding the
flight. Sir Isaac Newton and his followers believed that light consisted of rapidly
~g

particles (or corpuscles), whereas Dutch physicist Christian Huygens regarded light

·e theory was strongly supported by an English doctor named Thomas Young. By
quantum theory, introduced by Clark Maxwell, showed that when light is emitted or
llıAı--~:..ııed

,--ı11ra::.....,'U

it is not only as a wave, but also as an electromagnetic particle called a photon.

is said to possess energy that is proportional to its frequency. This is known as

E=hxv
E = photon's energy (J);
h = Planck's constants, 6.63 x 10 ·34 (J-s);
17
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v = frequency of the photon (Hz).
~ :.tıe particle theory, Einstein and Planck were able to explain photoelectric effect: when
light or electromagnetic radiation of a hire frequency shines on a metallic surface,
...........,_"""' are emitted, which is turning an electric current.

Electromagnetic Spectrum

t

it•:ıentally, light has been accepted as a form of electromagnetic radiation that can be

~d

into a portion of the entire electromagnetic spectrum, as shown in Table 1.3. In

llllıir:.:ın~ each frequency can be specified in terms of its equivalent wavelength. Frequency or
eiength are directly related to the speed of light.
C= fxA
Where c - speed oflight in a vacuum or free space, 3 xlO

8

(mis);

f - frequency (Hz); A-wavelength (m).

Table 1.3 Electromagnetic Spectrum
Range of wavelength, nm

Name of wavelength

106 -770

Infrared

770 - 662

Red

662 - 597

Orange

597 - 577

Yellow

577 - 492

Green

492 - 455

Blue

455 - 390

Violet

390 - 10

Ultraviolet I

I

Invisible

/ Visible

Invisible

The portion of the electromagnetic spectrum regarded as light has been expanded in
e 1 .3 to illustrate three basic categories of light:
Infrared: that portion of the electromagnetic spectrum having a wavelength ranging from
6

o 1 O nm. Fiber optic systems operate in this range.
J 'isible: that portion of the electromagnetic

spectrum having a wavelength ranging from

o 770 nm. The human eye, responding to these wavelengths allows us to see the colours
ging from violet to red, respectively.

Tltraviolet: that portion of the electromagnetic spectrum ranging from 10 to 390 nm.
18
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that we use for most fiber optic systems occupies a wavelength range from 800 to
This is slightly larger than visible red light and falls within the infrared portion of

ell's Law: Total Interval Reflection
to propagate in any medium, the medium must be transparent to some degree. The
- transparency determines how far light will propagate. Transparent materials can be
of a liquid, gas, or a solid. Some examples are glass, plastic, air, and water.
••..e most fundamental principles of light is that when it strikes the interface between
arent mediums, such as air and water, a portion of the light energy is reflected back
- :t medium and a portion is transmitted into the second medium. The path in which
.els from one point to another is commonly referred to as the ray. Figure 1.14
aes the classic example of a ray of light incident upon the surface of water. Notice that
.•.e light is reflected off the surface of water and part of it penetrates the water. The ray

..,.-ınog to water is said to be refracted or bent toward the normal. The amount of refracted
etermined by the medium's index of refraction, generally denoted by the letter n.
~ refraction is the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum - c, to the speed of light in the
edium - v. This relationship is given by the equation:
v. Since the speed of light is lower in mediums other than a vacuum, the index of

iıliıcrion in such mediums is always greater than 1.
lııınple for air n = 1.003, for water n = 1.33, for fiber-optic n = 1.6.
. the Dutch mathematician Willebrard Snell established that rays of light could be
as they propagate from one medium to another based on their indices of refraction.

-~ı·5 low is stated by the equation:
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Normal

Incident ray

Reflected ray

Air
Water
92 \

Refracted ray

Figure 1.14 Ray Of Light Incident Upon The Surface Of Water.

n1
n2
111 -

sin O, .
sin81 '

_
-

nı

refractive index of material 1; 81

-

sin 81 = n2 sin 82

angle of incidence; 82 - angle of refraction; n2 -

imıfi:ı-:ive index of material 2. When the angle of incidence, 81, becomes large enough to
the sine of the refraction angle, 82, to exceed the value of 1, total internal reflection
-·""'·

This angle is called the critical angle, 8c. The critical angle, 8c, can be derived from

·- law as follows

nı

sin 81 = n2 sin 82

sin 81 = n2 sin 82/n1
in 81 = sin 82, then sin 81

=

n2 / nl. Therefore, critical angle: 8c = sin ·1 (n2 / nl)

Refracted portions of B ray
-~
-~
, ,' -~ A.ır

,

\

'-

Ray B

Ray A experiencies total
internal reflection

Reflected portions of B ray

Figure 1.15 Ray A penetrates the glass-air interface at an angle
exceeding the critical angle, 8c.
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= 1.5; for air n = 1.0 and Sc= sin .ı ( n2 I nl) = sin -ı ( 1.0 I 1.5) = 41.8°.

~

dmg glass with material whose refraction index is less than that of the glass, total
tion can be achieved. This is illustrated in Figure 1.15. Ray A penetrates the
mace at an angle exceeding the critical angle, Sc, and therefore experiences total
tion. On the other hand, Ray B penetrates the glass air interface at an angle less
- ical angle. Total internal reflection does not occur. Instead, a portion of ray B
glass and is refracted away from the normal as it enters the less dense medium of
·on is also reflected back into the glass. Ray B diminished in magnitude as it
·k and forth between the glass-air interface. The foregoing principle is the basis for

elements that permit light guiding through optical fibers are its core and its cladding.
· ~ core is manufactured of ultra pure glass (silicon dioxide) or plastic. Surrounding
- a material called cladding. A fiber cladding is also made of glass or plastic.
f refraction, however, it is typically 1 % less than that of its core. This permits total
reflection of rays entering the fiber and striking the core-cladding interface above the
gle of approximately 82-degree (sin" (1/1.01). The core of the fiber therefore guides
and the cladding contains the light. The cladding material is much less transparent
glass making up the core of the fiber.

acses light rays to be absorbed if they strike the core-cladding interface at an angle less

Total internal reflection occurs as it strikes the lower index cladding material.

Figure 1.16 A Light Ray Is Transmitted Into The Core Of An Optical Fiber.
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a

• Diagram of the FOS

main limitations of communication systems is their restricted information carrying
-uw:,-;:,.:=ı

In more specific terms what this means is that the communications medium can

_ so many messages. And, as you have seen, this information-handling ability is
ıportionalto the bandwidth of the communications channel. In telephone systems,
ı•..
.Jcs,iidth is limited by the characteristics of the cable used to carry the signals. As the
telephones has increased, better cables and wiring systems have been developed.
tiplexing techniques have been used to transmit multiple telephone conversations

ommunication systems, the information modulates a high frequency carrier. The
ııııc,on produces sidebands, and therefore, the signal occupies a narrow portion of the RF
However, the RF spectrum is finite. There is only so much space for radio signals.
~e

the information capacity of a channel, the bandwidth of the channel must be

.-ı,ıru-

This reduces available spectrum space. Multiplexing techniques are used to send
s in a given channel bandwidth, and methods have been developed to transmit
rmation in less bandwidth.

-.;..vı_ı.uation-carrying
capacity of the radio signal can be increased tremendously if higher
:requencies are used. As the demand for increased communications capacity has gone
the years, higher and higher RFs are being used. Today, microwaves are the preferred
aannels for this reason, but it is more complex and expensive to use these higher
cies because of the special equipment required.
y to expand communications capability further is to use light as the transmission
• f ;rıı Instead of using an electrical signal traveling over a cable or electromagnetic waves
ıg through space, the information is put on a light beam and transmitted through space

-

ugh a special cable. In the late nineteenth century, Alexander Graham Bell, the inventor
elephone, demonstrated that information could be transmitted by light.
beam communication was made more practical with the invention of the laser. The laser
ial high-intensity, single frequency light source. It produces a very narrow beam of
-,ı-,.:ı.ııt

light of a specific wavelength (color). Because of its great intensity, the laser beam

penetrate atmospheric obstacles better than other types of light, thereby making light
communication more reliable over longer distances. The primary problem with such
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ııı.ıce light beam communication is that the transmitter and receiver must be perfectly
one another.
- using free space, some type of light carrying cable can also be used. For centuries it
known that light is easily transmitted through various types of transparent media
glass and water, but it wasn't until the early in 1900s that scientist were able to
~ctical light carrying media. By the mid-1950s glass fibers were developed that
-mıı:e:uJ

long light carrying cables to be constructed. Over the years, these glass fibers have
iected. Further, low cost plastic fiber cable also developed. Developments in these
itted them to be made longer with less attenuation of the light.
e fiber optic cables have been highly refined. Cables many miles long can be
and interconnected for the purpose of transmitting information on a light beam
long distances. Its great advantage is that light beams have an incredible

_.,ıı:1~rion carrying capacity. Whereas hundreds of telephone conversations may be
simultaneously at microwave frequencies, many thousands of signals can be
na light beam through a fiber optic cable. Using multiplexing techniques similar to
~

in telephone and radio systems, fiber optic communications systems have an

limitless capacity for information transfer.
ponents of a typical fiber optic communications system are illustrated in Figure 1.17.

ADC

J1Jll1~

Light source

j
Shaper

ruın

User
DAC

Figure 1.17 Typical Fiber Optic Communications System

ormation signal to be transmitted may be voice, video, or computer data. The first step
onvert the information into a form compatible with the communications medium. This
y done by converting continuous analog signals such as voice and video (TV) signals
series of digital pulses. An Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) is used for this purpose.
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data is already in digital form. These digital pulses are then used to flash a powerful
~

off and on very rapidly. In simple low cost systems that transmit over short
-•.. e light source is usually a light-emitting diode (LED). This is a semiconductor
puts out a low intensity red light beam. Other colors are also used. Infrared beams
ased in TV remote controls are also used in transmission. Another commonly used

llıwır.

e is the laser emitting diode. This is also a semiconductor device that generates an
. intense single frequency light beam.
beam pulses are then fed into a fiber optic cable where they are transmitted over
ces. At the receiving end, a light sensitive device known as a photocell or light
- used to detect the light pulses. This photocell or photo detector converts the light
-~ an electrical signal. The electrical pulses are amplified and reshaped back into
mı. They are fed to a decoder, such as a Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC), where

.-ıg::ı.aı voice or video is recovered for user.

r Optic Cables
as standard electric cables come in a variety of sizes, shapes, and types, fiber optic
available in different configurations. The simplest cable is just a single strand of
ereas complex cables are made up of multiple fibers with different layers and other

The portion of a fiber optic cable (core) that carries the light is made from either glass

ır,ıısac. Another name for glass is silica. Special techniques have been developed to create
perfect optical glass or plastic, which is transparent to light. Such materials can carry
er a long distance. Glass has superior optical characteristics over plastic. However,
- far more expensive and more fragile than plastic. Although the plastic is less
srve and more flexible, its attenuation of light is greater. For a given intensity, light will
a greater distance in glass than in plastic. For very long distance transmission, glass is
y preferred. For shorter distances, plastic is much more practical.

bers consist of a number of substructures including (see Figure 1.18):
A core, which carries most of the light, surrounded by
A cladding, which bends the light and confines it to the core, surrounded by
A substrate layer (in some fibers) of glass which does not carry light, but adds to the
diameter and strength of the fiber, covered by
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primary buffer coating, which provides the first layer of mechanical protection,
ered by
secondary buffer coating, which protects the relatively fragile primary coating.

Figure 1.18 Fiber Optic Cable

,. adding is also made of glass or plastic but has a lower index of refraction. This ensures
ıroperinterface is achieved so that the light waves remain within the core. In addition
ecting the fiber core from nicks and scratches, the cladding adds strength. Some fiber
les have a glass core with a glass cladding. Others have a plastic core with a plastic
Another common arrangement is a glass core with a plastic cladding. It is called

.-cg.

~--dad

silica (PCS) cable.

Basic Construction of the Fiber-Optic Cables
There are two basic ways of classifying fiber optic cables. The first way is an

l 5 ::•: ion of how

the index of refraction varies across the cross section of the cable. The

.• way of classification is by mode. Mode refers to the various paths that the light rays
take

in passing through the fiber. Usually these two methods of classification are

· ed to define the types of cable. There are two basic ways of defining the index of
1-3---uon variation across a cable. These are step index and graded index. Step index refers to
that there is a sharply defined step in the index of refraction where the fiber core and
ding interface. It means that the core has one constant index of refraction Nl, while
ding has another constant index of refraction N2.
The other type of cable has a graded index. In this type of cable, the index of
· on of the core is not constant. Instead, the index of refraction varies smoothly and
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-:s:y

over the diameter of the core. As you get closer to the center of the core, the

fraction gradually increases, reaching a peak at the center and then declining as the
edge of the core is reached. The index of refraction of the cladding is constant.
refers to the number of paths for the light rays in the cable. There are two
.-:ınons: single mode and multimode. In single mode, light follows a single path
core. In multimode, the light takes many paths through the core.
h type of fiber optic cable is classified by one of these methods of rating the index
practice, there are three commonly used types of fiber optic cable: multimode step
_ e mode step index and multimode graded index cables.
. The multimode step-index fiber. This cable (see Figure l.19(a)) is the most
common and widely used type. It is also the easiest to make and, therefore, the
least expensive. It is widely used for short to medium distances at relatively low
pulse frequencies.

Input
Light
source

dispersion

Beam path

Index profile

JL

Ou~
b)

a)

Input

JU1JUl

Outp:.,ı'\_
c)

Figure 1.19 The multimode step-index fiber

· advantage of a multimode step index fiber is the large size. Typical core diameters
the 50-to-l 000 micrometers (µm) range. Such large diameter cores are excellent at
ı_,.._;ng light and transmitting it efficiently. This means that an inexpensive light source
as

LED can be used to produce the light pulses. The light takes many hundreds of even

ascsands of paths through the core before exiting. Because of the different lengths of these
- some of the light rays take longer to reach the end of the cable than others. The
em with this is that it stretches the light pulses (Figure 1.19 (b). In Figure 1.19 ray A
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end first, then B, and C. The result is a pulse at the other end of the cable that is
ıplitude due to the attenuation of the light in the cable and increased in duration
different arrival times of the various light rays. The stretching of the pulse is
as modal dispersion. Because the pulse has been stretched, input pulses can not
a rate faster than the output pulse duration permits. Otherwise the pulses will
_.- merge together as shown in Figure 1.19 (c).
ut, one long pulse will occur and will be indistinguishable from the three separate
ginally transmitted. This means that incorrect information will be received. The only
· problem is to reduce the pulse repetition rate. When this is done, proper operation
with pulses at a lower frequency, less information can be handled.
mode, or mono-mode, step-index fiber cable the core is so small that the total
odes or paths through the core are minimized and modal dispersion is essentially
~~

The typical core sizes are 5 to 15 µm. The output pulse has essentially the same
the input pulse (see Figure 1.20).
_ e mode step index fibers are by far the best since the pulse repetition rate can be high
35

maximum amount of information can be carried. For very long distance transmission
~-..uı..uum information content, single-mode step-index fiber cables should be used.
problem with this type of cable is that because of its extremely small size, it is
to make and is, therefore, very expensive. Handling, splicing, and making
lıııııırnrmections are also more difficult. Finally, for proper operation an expensive, super
ight source such as a laser must be used. For long distances, however, this is the type

Cross section

Beam path

Index profile
Nı
N

Jnpujl
Figure 1.20 Single Mode Cable
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_ _.de Graded-Index Fiber Cables.
~
have a several modes or paths of transmission through the cable, but they are
orderly and predictable. Figure 1.8 shows the typical paths of the light beams.
- · e continuously varying index of refraction across the core, the light rays are bent
d converge repeatedly at points along the cable.
rays near the edge of the core take a longer path but travel faster since the index of

·- lower. All the modes or light paths tend to arrive at one point simultaneously.
· that there is less modal dispersion.

Beam path

Index profile
Nı
N2

)
Input

ore

Jl

Figure 1.21 Multimode Graded-Index Fiber Cables

eliminated entirely, but the output pulse is not nearly as stretched as in multimode
ex cable. The output pulse is only slightly elongated. As a result, this cable can be
.n very high pulse rates and, therefore, a considerable amount of information can be

_.-pe of cable is also much wider in diameter with core sizes in the 50 tolOO (µm) range.
ore, it is easier to splice and interconnect, and cheaper, less-intense light sources may
used. The most popular fiber-optic cables that are used in LAN: Multimode-step index

-65.5/125; multimode-graded index cable - 50/125. The multimode-graded index cable 140 or 200/300 are recommended for industrial control applications because its large size.
· gb. data rate systems is used single mode fiber 9/125.
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and cladding diameters of these cables are shown in Figure 1.22.

Figure 1.22 Typical core and cladding diameters of these cables

ifications of the cables
e fiber as a transmission medium is characterized by Attenuation, A, db/km;
mıı:GC aperture, NA and Dispersion, ns/km.

Attenuation
The main specification of a fiber optic cable is its attenuation.
wer which does not reach the other end of the fiber has either left the fiber or been
~

(converted to heat) in it. The amount of attenuation varies with the type of cable and
., Glass has less attenuation than plastic. Wider cores have less attenuation than
er cores. But more importantly, the attenuation is directly proportional to the length of
e. It is obvious that the longer the distance the light has to travel the greater the loss
absorption, scattering, and dispersion. Doubling the length of a cable doubles the

ıı,:m::,3rion, and so on.
rıuation of a fiber optic cable is expressed in decibels per unit of length. The standard
-cation for fiber-optic cable is the attenuation expressed in terms of decibels per
mııar:::ı.a:ers. The standard decibel formula used is
Loss, dB = 1 O log (Po/Pı)
~

Po is the output power and P1 is the input power.
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shows the percentage of output power for various decibel loss. The attenuation
::er-optic cables vary over a considerable range.

Table 1.4 The percentage of output power expressed by dB
1

I 2

I 3

I 4

I 5

I 6

79

I 63

I 50 I 40 I 31

I 7

I 8

I 9

I 10 I 20 I 30

I 25 I 20 I 14 I 12 I 10

I 1

I 0.1

single mode step-index cables have an attenuation of only 1 dB/km. However, a
ore plastic fiber cables can have an attenuation of several thousands decibels per

+10

-

I

o

j

-5

I

+5
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attenuation
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~enuation

I

-40

I

I

I

I

o

I

I
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Figure 1.23 Temperature dependence of the attenuation of fiber optic cable

Reyleigh-scattering. A mechanism called Rayleigh scattering prevents any further
ement in attenuation loss. Rayleigh scattering is caused by micro irregularities in the

iımixn_ molecular structure of glass. These irregularities are formed as the fiber cools from a

E

:·

state. Normally, electrons in glass molecules interact with transmitted light by
g and reradiating light at the same wavelength. A portion of the light, however,
these micro irregularities and becomes scattered in all directions of the fiber, some of

., ıs lost in the cladding. Consequently, the intensity of the beam is diminished.
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· tion Losses.
~on

called micro bending can cause radiation losses in optical fibers in excess of
losses. Micro bends are miniature bends and geometric imperfections along the
ber that occur during the manufacturing or installation of the fiber. Mechanical
as pressure, tension, and twist can cause micro bending. This geometric

lıııl=ıa=on causes light to get coupled to various unguided electromagnetic modes that
orption. The following contribute to the absorption: Intrinsic impurities,
· es in core diameter, IR-absorption (infrared), OH- absorption (hydroxy, humidity)

perture tells how much of the light can be pass into the fiber. An important
~ır"'ric

of a fiber is its numerical aperture (NA). NA characterizes a fiber's light

- apability. Mathematically, it is defined as the sine of half the angle of a fiber's
lance cone. For multimode step index fiber
NA= ~N2ı

-

N22

'alues for NA are 0.25 to 0.4 for multimode step-index fiber and 0.2 to 0.3 for
llliıı:ı,..xie graded-index fiber.

ons classified: material dispersion, \}I

mat

(ns/km) and modal dispersion, \}I

mod

(ns/km).

nılse is composed of light of different wavelengths depending on the spectral width
ight source. The refractive index depends weakly on the wavelength. This causes the

..lodal dispersion. As shown above the modal dispersion due to the different arrival
f the various light rays.

The Table 1 .5 shows the characteristics of the dispersions.
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Table 1.5 Characteristics of the dispersions
Fiber type

Dispersion (ns I km)
Modal

Material

Step index

ıpmod = t

* (~/ 2)

Graded index

ıpmod = t

* (~2 I 2)

Single mode

ıpmod = O

ıpmat = 0.1 KA

- traveling time per kın t=N/C, for N=l.5, t= 5µs/kın;
·,_=~NIN, in practice ~=O.Ol

-.. - Bandwidth of the light;
dispersion equals \/'tot= (\/'mat+ \/'mod

f

2

tical Transmitters
an optical communications system the transmitter consist of a modulator and the
.' that generates the carrier. In this case, the carrier is a light beam that is modulated by
ulses that tum it on and off. The basic transmitter is nothing more than a light source.

Several devices are emitters of light, both natural and artificial. Few of these devices,
er, are suitable for fiber-optic transmitters. What we are interested in a light source that
the following requirements:
• The light source must be able to tum on and off several tens of millions and even
billions of time per second.
• The light source must be able to emit a wavelength that is transparent to the fiber.
• The light source must be efficient in terms of coupling light energy into the fiber.
• The power emitted must be sufficient enough to transmit through the optical fibers.
• Temperature variations should not affect the performance of the light source.
• The cost of manufacturing the light source must be relatively inexpensive.
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~,ruy

used devices that satisfy the above requirements are: monochromatic

source-the light emitting diode (LED) and monochromatic coherent source-the
diode (ILD).

Emitting Diode

major difference between the LED and the ILD is the manner in which light is
each source. The LED is an incoherent light source that emits light in a
light source that emits coherent monochromatic light.
ıılıa:nıatic light has a pure single frequency. Coherent refers to the fact that all the light
•ca;.....ıed are in phase with one another. Coherent light waves are focused into a narrow

as a result, is extremely intense. The effect is somewhat similar to that of using
--~~cional antenna to focus radio waves into a narrow beam, which also increases the
~ the signal. Figure 1 .24 illustrates the differences in radiation patterns. Both
... extremely rugged, reliable, and small in size. In terms of spectral purity, the
power spectral width is approximately 50 nm, whereas the ILD's spectral width is
· nanometers. This is shown in Figure 1 .24.

ILD
Tens of mW

Power

Wavelength, nm
Figure 1.24 Differences In Radiation Patterns

_.·. a single spectral line is desirable. As the spectral width of the emitter increases,
119:TC3tion and pulse dispersion increase. The spectral purity for the ILD and its ability to
-3

much more power into a fiber make it better suited for long-distances

mmunications links. In addition, injection laser can be turned on and off at much higher
:han an LED. The drawback, however, is its cost, which may approach several hundreds
ars as compared to a few dollars for LED's in large quantities.
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.6 lists the differences in operating characteristics between the LED and the

Table 1.6 Typical source characteristics for LED and ILD
Spectral width, nm

Rise time, ns

820

35

12

820

35

6

820

35

6

820

4

1

1300

2

1

ut Power, µW I Peak wavelength, nm

iconductor materials are used to achieve this. Pure gallium arsenide (GaAs) emits
.avelength of about 900 nm. By adding a mixture of 10% aluminum (Al) to 90%
ıum-aluminium-arsenide

(GaAlAs) is formed, which emits light at a wavelength of

ecall that this is one of the optimum wavelengths for fiber optic transmission. By
_ tne amount of aluminium mixed with GaAs, wavelengths ranging from 800 to 900

vantage of the reduced attenuation losses at longer wavelengths, it is necessary to
even more exotic materials. For wavelengths in the range 1000 to 1550 nm, a
ıl - ıarion of four elements is typically used: indium, gallium, arsenic and phosphorus.
· vices are commonly referred to as quaternary devices. Combining these four

I

ı ..._

produces the compound indium-gallium-arsenide-phosphide

(InGaAsP). Transfer

eristic of LED and ILD are shown Figure 1.25 (a) and (b).

Output

Output

ILD
Input

Figure 1.25 Transfer characteristic of LED and ILD
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Laser Diode
er is an acronym for light amplification by stimulated emissions of radiation.

-ııııu.tioaın

y types of lasers on the market. Tuey are constructed of gases, liquids, and
diodes are also called injection laser diodes (ILD), because when current is
ss the PN junction, light is emitted relatively large and sophisticated device that
gbly intense beam of visible light. Although this is in part true, the laser industry
devoting a great deal of effort toward the manufacture of miniature semiconductor
~· ,es. Figure 1.24 illustrates the spectrum ILD. ILDs are ideally suited for use within
-~'"'9ric industry due to their small size, reliability, and ruggedness. Step response of
liır.•"''\\TI

Figure 1.26.

Current
Pnl"P

o

5

o

C

Light Pulse

5

10

•••

10

Figure 1.26 Step response of ILD

widely used light source in fiber optic systems is ILD. Like the LED, it is a PN

· ode usually made of GaAs. Injection laser diodes are capable of developing light
o several watts. They are far more powerful than LEDs and, therefore, are capable
~g

over much longer distances. Another advantage ILDs have over LEDs is theirs
gh-speed laser diodes are capable of gigabit per second digital data rates.
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Tnmsmitter Circuits
••• smitter consists of the LED and its associated driving circuitry. An optical
it using the LED is shown in Figure 1.27. The binary pulses are applied to a

· h, in tum, operates a transistor switch T that turns the LED off and on. A
---~

at the NAND gate input causes the NAND output to go to zero.

R2

Light beam
Enable

Figure 1.27 An optical transmitter circuit using the LED

- turns off T, so the LED is forward-biased through R, and turns on. With zero
~AND output is 1, so T turns on and shunts current away from the LED. Very
t pulses are used to ensure a brilliant high-transmission rates are limited. Most
e transmitters are used for short-distance, low speed digital fiber-optic systems.
input, the NAND output is 1, so T turns on and shunts current away from the
.. lost LEDs are capable of generating power levels up to approximately several

µW. With such low intensity, LED transmitters are good for only short distances.
the speed of the LED is limited. Turn-of and tum-on times are no faster than several
onds.
injection laser transmitter circuit is shown in Figure 1.28.
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Cı

JlIU1_ ,___
Enable

ILD
Figure 1.28 A Typical Injection Laser Transmitter Circuit

the input is zero, the AND gate output is zero, so T is off and so is the laser.
C2 charges through R3 to the high voltage. When a binary 1 input occurs, T
onnecting C2 to the ILD. Then C2 discharges a very high current pulse into the
"-mıı=ng it on briefly and creating the light pulse.

rical Receiver Circuit
,"O

kinds of semiconductor receivers are used:
· (P-intrinsic-N) diode;

D(Avalanche Photo-Diode).
stead of "receiver" some times is used light detector, photo-detector or optical-to
converter. The receiver part of the optical communications system is relatively
consists of a detector that will sense the light pulses and convert them into an
...-ı,::•ı

signal. This signal is then amplified and shaped into the original digital serial data.

.,.~--r critical component, of course, is the light sensor.
widely used light detector is a photo diode. This is silicon PN junction diode that is
e to light. This diode is normally reverse-biased. Whenever light strikes the diode, this
urrent will increase significantly. It will flow through a resistor and develop a
_ drop across it. The result is an output voltage pulse.

,ı

sulting voltage pulse is very small, so it must be amplified. This can be done by using a
ıı,::ansistor.Thus the transistor amplifies the small leakage current into a larger.
itivity and response time of a photo diode can be increased by adding an undraped or

lilr'T:Sic (I) layer between the P and N semiconductors to form a PIN diode.
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PIN photodiode is extremely well suited for most fiber optic applications, its
light (responsively) is not as great as the avalanche photodiode (APD). Due to

U

ı: ..r gain, typical

values of responsively for APDs may range from 5 A/W to as high

This is considerably higher than the PIN photodiode, which makes it extremely
,. fiber-optic communications receivers.
shows the basic circuit used in most receivers. The current through the
PD) generated when light is sensed produced a current, which is then amplified

ı Jt:5er (A). The pulses to ensure fast rise and fall times. The output is passed through
so that the correct binary voltage levels are produced. Most systems have a data

91111

a ct

of the bit rate and the distance usually indicates a system performance. This

the

fastest bit rate that can be produced over a 1-km cable. Assume a system with a

km/s rating. If the distance increases, the bit rate decreases in proportion.
.portant consideration is the maximum distance between repeaters. Obviously the
repeaters are better. The average distance between repeaters is now up to 100 km

~• Shaper

>

l;:~tl~

Figure 1.29 Optical Receiver Circuit
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2. ENCODING

· cussed before we must encode data into signals to send them from one place to

ormation is encoded depends on its original format and on the format used by the
unication hardware. If you want to send a love letter by smoke signal. You need to
.hich smoke patterns match which words in your message before you actually
your fire. Words are digital information and puffs of smoke are a digital
mıır.=sentationof information, so defining the smoke patterns would be a form of digital
_..._gital encoding. Communication technology has fundamentally the same require- with a few additional options.
cple signal by itself does not carry information any more than a straight line conveys
- . The signal must be manipulated so that it contains identifiable changes that are
gnizable to the sender and receiver as representing the information intended. First the
Bü_,mı_ation must be translated into agreed-upon patterns of Os and ls. In the case of
data, these patterns can belong to either of two conventions:

~lli:11

II or EBCDIC.
- we saw before, information can be of two types, digital or analog, and signals can be
'O

types, also digtal or analog. Therefore, four types of encoding are possible:

-to-digital, analog-to-digital, digital-to-analog, and analog-to-analog (see Figure

?.2 Digital-To-Digital Encoding
igital-to-digital encoding is the representation of digital information by a digital signal.
example, when you transmit data from your computer to your printer, both the
·ginal data and the transmitted data are digital. In this type of encoding, the binary 1 s
d Os generated by a computer are translated into a sequence of voltage pulses that can
~- propagated over a wire. Figure 2.2 shows the relationship between the digital infor
mation, the digital-to-digital encoding hardware, and the resultant digital signal.
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Encoding

. gital

Digital/analog

Analog/digital

Analog/analog

Figure 2.1 Different encoding schemes

ı ır;ı

01011101

LJ!.!l

Figure 2.2 Digital-to-digital encoding

many mechanisms for digital-to-digital encoding, we will discuss only those most
for data communication. These falls into three broad categories: unipolar, polar,
ipolar (see Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3 Types of digital-to-digital encoding

T

nipolar encoding is simple, with only one technique in use. Polar encoding has three

subcategories, NRZ, RZ and biphase, two of which have multiple variations of the own.
The third option, bipolar encoding, has three variations: AMI, B8ZS, and HDB3.
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· olar

encoding is very simpie and very primitive. Although it is almost obsolete
simplicity provides an easy introduction to the concepts developed with more
encoding systems and allows us to examine the kinds of problems that any
ıransmission system must overcome.
transmission systems work by sending voltage pulses along a media link, usually
r cable. In most types of encoding, one voltage level stands for binary O and
evel stands for binary 1. The polarity of a pulse refers to whether it is positive or
,.,_ Unipolar encoding is so named because it uses only one polarity. Therefore,
of the two binary states is encoded. usually the 1. The other state, usually the O,
sented by zero voltage, or an idle line.
encoding uses only one level of value
_.4 shows the idea of unipolar encoding. In this example, the 1 s are encoded as a
alue and the Os are idle. In addition to being straight forward. unipolar encoding
~ıı::;ive to implement.
Amplitude
~

o

1

o

o

1

1

1

o
Time

.-

·er, unipolar encoding has at least two problems that make it unusable: DC
nent and synchronization.
Component

average amplitude of a unipolar encoded signal is nonzero. This creates what is
a direct current (DC) component (a component with zero frequency). When a
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contains a DC component, it cannot travel through media that cannot handle DC
,--rwıonents, such as microwaves or transformers.
niza tion
a signal is unvarying, the receiver cannot determine the beginning and ending of
it. Therefore, a synchronization problem in unipolar encoding can occur whenever
stream includes a long uninterrupted series of 1 s or Os. Digital encoding schemes
hanges in voltage level to indicate changes in bit type. A signal change also
wm:ares that one bit has ended and a new bit has begun. In unipolar encoding. however,
of one kind of bit, say seven 1 s, occurs with no voltage changes, just an unbroken
· ·e voltage that lasts seven times as long as a single 1 bit. Whenever there is no
change to indicate the start of the next bit in a sequence, the receiver has to rely on
er. Given an expected bit rate of 1000 bps, if the receiver detects a positive voltage

-

•••~ 0.005 seconds, it reads one 1 per 0.001 seconds, or five ls.
orrunately, propagation delays can distort the timing of the signal so that, for
.ple, five 1 s can be stretched to 0006 seconds causing an extra 1 bit to be read by the
· 'er. That one extra bit in the data stream causes everything after it to be decoded

eously. In addition, the receiver's clock can go out of synchronization, causing the
iver to read the bit stream erroneously. A solution developed to control the
hronization of unipolar transmission is to use a separate, parallel line that carries a
pulse and allows the receiving device to resynchronize its timer to that of the
. But doubling the number of lines used for transmission increases the cost and so
es uneconomical.

Polar
encoding uses two voltage levels: one positive and one negative. By using both
, in most polar encoding methods the average voltage level on the line is reduced
the DC component problem of unipolar encoding is alleviated In Manchester and
erential Manchester encoding, each bit consists of both positive and negative
tages, so the DC component is totally eliminated.
encoding uses two levels (positive and negative) of amplitude.
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many existing variations of polar encoding, we will examine only the three most
••.•.•..
- •..._ non-return to zero (NRZ), return to zero (RZ), and biphase. NRZ encoding

kl

i-s two methods: non-return to zero, level (NRZ-L), and non-return to zero-invert
-• ,. Biphase also refers to two methods. The first, Manchester, is the method used

~illet

LANs. The second, Differential Manchester, is the method used by token

:\..."\ls (see Figure 2.5).

Biphase

RZ

Figure 2.5 Types of Polar Encoding

Return to Zero (NRZ)
;R.Z encoding, the level of the signal is always either positive or negative. Unlike in
ar encoding, where a O bit is represented by an idle line, in NRZ systems if the line
e it means no transmission is occurring at all. The two most popular methods of
transmission are discussed below.
-L in NRZ-L encoding, the level of the signal depends on the type of bit it repre

. A positive voltage means the bit is a 1, and a negative voltage means the bit is a O;
~ the level of the signal is dependent upon the state of the bit. In NRZ-L the level of
signal is dependent upon the state of the bit.
i'RZ-1

in NRZ-1, an inversion of the voltage level represents a 1 bit. It is the transition

·een a positive and negative voltage, not the voltages themselves, that represents a 1
A O bit is represented by no change. An advantage of NRZ-I over NRZ-L is that
ııse the signal changes every time a 1 bit is encountered, it provides some
bronization.
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s of seven 1 s will cause seven inversions. Each of those inversions allows the
o resynchronize its timer to the actual arrival of the transmission. Statistically,
f 1 s occur more frequently in transmissions than do strings of Os. Synchronizing
of 1 s therefore goes a long way toward keeping the entire message synchronized.
: of Os can still cause problems, but because Os are not as likely, they are less of a
·~decoding.In NRZ-I the signal is inverted if a 1 is encountered.
=·6 shows the NRZ-L and NRZ-I representations of the same series of bits. In the
-, sequence, positive and negative voltages have specific meanings: positive for 1
gative for O. In the NRZ-I sequence, the voltages per second are meaningless.
-~ad.ı,,,the receiver looks for changes from one level to another as its basis for recog-

to Zero (RZ)
. u can see, anytime the original data contain strings of consecutive 1 s or Os, the
·er can lose its place. As we mentioned in our discussion of unipolar encoding, one
. o assure synchronization is to send a separate timing signal on a separate channel.
.ever, this solution is both expensive and prone to errors of its own. A better solution
omehow include synchronization in the encoded signal, something like the solution
.ided by NRZ-I, but one capable of handling strings of Os as well as 1 s.
assure synchronization, there must be a signal change for each bit. The receiver can
these chances to build up, update, and synchronize its clock. As we saw above,
.RZ-I accomplishes this for sequences of ls. But to chance with every bit, we need more
just two values. One solution is return to zero (RZ) encoding, which uses three
es: positive, negative, and zero. In RZ, the signal changes not between bits but during
ch bit. Like NRZ-L, a positive voltage means 1 and a negative voltage means O. But,
·· e NRZ-L, halfway through each bit interval, the signal returns to zero. A 1 bit is
cnıally represented by positive-to-zero, and a O bit by negative-to-zero, rather than by
sitive and negative alone. Figure 2.7 illustrates the concept.
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Figure 2.6 NRZ-L and NRZ-1 encoding
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These transitions can be
used for synchronization

Figure 2.7 RZ encoding
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· disadvantage of RZ encoding is that it requires two signal changes to encode
- and therefore occupies more bandwidth. But of the three alternatives we have

encoded digital signal must contain a provision for synchronization.

the best existing solution to the problem of synchronization is biphase

9111IDly

..,,..-·ııg. In this method, the signal changes at the middle of the bit interval but does not
zero. Instead, it continues to the opposite pole. As in RZ, these midinterval

tioned earlier, there are two types of biphase encoding in use on networks today:
~ı..ıester and Differential-Manchester.
hester : Manchester encoding uses the inversion at the middle-of each bit interval
th synchronization and bit representation. A negative-to-positive transition
sents binary 1 and a positive-to-negative transition represents binary O. By using a
_ e transition for a dual purpose, Manchester encoding achieves the same level of
~~illonization as RZ but with only two levels of amplitude.
..ianchcster encoding the transition at the middle of the bit is used for both
onization and bit representation.
erential Manchester: In Differential Manchester, the inversion at the middle of the
· terval is used for synchronization, but the presence or absence of an additional
sition at the beginning of the interval is used to identify the bit. A transition means
O and no transition means binary 1. Differential Manchester requires two signal
ges to represent binary O but only one to represent binary 1.
bit representation is shown by the inversion or non-inversion at the beginning of the
Figure 2.8 shows the Manchester and Differential Manchester signals for the same bit
m.
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of bit time means zero.

Figure 2.8 Manchester and Differential Manchester encoding

.3 Bipolar
lar encoding, like RZ, uses three voltage levels: positive, negative, and zero. Unlike
however, the zero level in bipolar encoding is used to represent binary O. Positive
negative voltages represent alternating ls. If the first t bit is represented by the
sitive amplitude, the second will be represented by the negative amplitude, the third by
positive amplitude, and so on. This alternation occurs even when the 1 bits are not
ecutive.
Three types of bipolar encoding are in popular use by the data communications industry:
. _,11, B8ZS, and HDB3 (see Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9 Types of Bipolar Encoding

lar Alternate Mark Inversion {AMI)
~1<1.L

AMI is the simplest type of bipolar encoding. In the name alternate mark inverthe word mark comes from telegraphy and means 1. So AMI means alternate 1

iıııırersion. A neutral, zero voltage represents binary O. Binary ls are represented by
-.ı.uating positive and negative voltages. Figure 2.1O gives an example.
Amplitude

o

o

1

o
Time

The ones are positive and
negative alternately

Figure 2.10 Bipolar AMI encoding
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· g on each occurrence of a 1, bipolar AMI accomplishes two things:
DC component is zero, and second, a long-sequence of ls stays synchronized.
- no mechanism to ensure the synchronization of a long string of Os.
· ations of bipolar AMI have been developed to solve the problem of
~g

il

sequential Os. The first, used in North America, is called bipolar 8-zero
iution (B8ZS). The second, used in Europe and Japan, is called high-density bipolar
B3). Both are adaptations of bipolar AMI that modify the original pattern only in

~

of multiple consecutive Os.
8-Zero Substitution (BSZS)
·- the convention adopted in North America to provide synchronization of long
_ of Os. In most situations, B8ZS functions identically to bipolar AMI. Bipolar AMI
poles with every 1 it encounters. These changes provide the synchronization

~""eS

by the receiver. But the signal does not change during a string of Os, so

ı.

bronization is often lost.
and bipolar AMI occurs whenever eight or more

ı~utive

Os are encountered in the data stream. The solution provided by B8ZS is to

artificial signal changes, called violations, within the O string. Anytime eight Os
in succession, B8ZS introduces changes in the pattern based on the polarity of the
us 1 (the 1 occurring just before the Os). See Figure 2.11

I~ I o I o I o I o I o I o I o I o I

1'!91o ıo ıo ıo lo lo \o ıo I

twill

+

Figure 2.11 B8ZS encoding
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1 bit was positive, the eight Os will be encoded as zero, zero, zero,
.3.

~ng

negative, zero, negative, positive. Remember that the receiver is looking for
polarities to identify ls.
finds two consecutive positive charges surrounding three Os, it recognizes the

as a deliberately introduced violation and not an error. It then looks for the second
~ the expected violations. When it finds them, the receiver translates all eight bits to
reverts back to normal bipolar AMI mode.
larity of the previous 1 is negative, the pattern of violations is the same but with
ed polarities. Both positive and negative patterns are shown in Figure 2.11.
ZS if eight Os come one after another, we change the pattern in one of two ways
on the polarity of the previous 1.

Density Bipolar 3 (HDB3)

blem of synchronizing strings of consecutive Os is solved differently in Europe
aparı than in the United States. This convention, called HDB3, introduces changes
~••e bipolar AMI pattern every time four consecutive Os are encountered instead of
wıırmg for the eight expected by B8ZS in North America. Although the name is HDB3.

m changes whenever there are four Os in succession (see Figure 2.12).
B3 if four Os come one after another, we change the pattern in one of four ways
on the polarity of the previous 1 and the number of 1 s since the last substitution.
B8ZS, the pattern of violations in HDB3 is based on the polarity of the previous 1
But unlike B8ZS, HDB3 also looks at the number of ls that have occurred in the bit

-=ım since the last substitution. Whenever the number of 1 s since the last substitution is
B8ZS puts a violation in the place of the fourth consecutive O. If the polarity of the
·ous bit was positive, the violation is positive. If the polarity of the previous bit was
_ rive, the violation is negative.
ever the number of 1 s since the last substitution is even, B8ZS puts violations in the
es of both the first and the fourth consecutive Os. If the polarity of the previous bit
positive, both violations are negative. If the polarity of the previous bit was negative,
.•. violations are positive. All four patterns are shown in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12 HDB3 Encoding

Analog-To-Digital Encoding
og-to-digital encoding is the representation of analog information by a digital signal.
record a singer's voice onto a compact disc, for example, you use digital medium to
· ate analog information. To do so you need to reduce the potentially infinite number
ues in an analog message so that they can be represented as a digital stream with a
m:cimum loss of information. Several methods for analog-to-digital encoding will be
sed later in this chapter. Figure 2.13 shows the analog-to-digital encoder, called
(coder-decoder).
.analog-to-digitalencoding, we are representing the information contained continuous
.e form as a series of digital pulses (ls or Os).
ar, the encoding systems we have been examining have focused on the format of the
sporting signal. The structure of the transporting signal is not the problem. Instead,
problem is how to translate information from an infinite number of values to a
scretenumber of values without sacrificing sense or quality.
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Analog/digital
encoding

1 OJ

LO

Figure 2.13 Analog-to-Digital Encoding

Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM)
step in analog-to-digital encoding is called pulse amplitude modulation (PAM).
hnique takes analog information, samples it, and generates a series of pulses
on the results of the sampling. The term sampling means measuring the amplitude

ethod of sampling used in PAM is more useful to other areas of engineering than it
data communication. However, PAM is the foundation of an important analog-to
encoding method called pulse code modulation (PCM).
~' the original signal is sampled at equal intervals as shown in Figure 2.14. PAM
technique called sample and hold. At a given moment the signal level is read, then
ıriefly.The sampled value occurs only instantaneously in the actual wave form, but
_ eralized over a still short but measurable period in the PAM result.
reason PAM is not useful to data communications is that, although it translates the
~nal

wave form to a series of pulses, these pulses are still of any amplitude (still an
g signal, not digital). To make them digital, we must modify them by using pulse

modulation (PCM).
se amplitude modulation (PAM) has some applications, but it is not used by itself in
communication. However, it is the first step in another very popular encoding
od called pulse code modulation (PCM).
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Time

b. PAM Signal

a. Analog Signal

Figure 2.14 PAM

modifies the pulses created by PAM to create a completely digital signal. To do so,
first quantizes the PAM pulses. Quantization is a method of assigning integral
~ in a specific range to sampled instances. The result of quantization is presented in
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Figure 2.15 Quantized PAM signal
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__ l 6 shows a simple method of assigning sign and magnitude values quantized
. Each value is translated into its seven-bit binary equivalent. The eighth bit

digits are then transformed into a digital signal using one of the digital to
encoding techniques. Figure 2.17 shows the result of the pulse code modulation of
· ginal signal encoded finally into a unipolar signal. Only the first three sampled

made up of four separate processes: PAM, quantization, binary
ısoo.ing, and digital-to-digital encoding. Figure 2.18 shows the entire process graphic
PCM is the sampling method used to digitize voice in T-line transmission in the
American telecommunication system.

I
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Figure 2.16 Quantizing using sign and magnitude
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Figure 2.18 From analog signal PCM digital code

Sampling Rate
you can tell from the preceding figures, the accuracy of any digital reproduction of an
g signal depends on the number of samples taken. Using PAM and PCM, we can
uce the wave form exactly by taking infinite samples, or we can reproduce the
generalization of its direction of change by taking three samples. Obviously, we
-er to find a number somewhere between these two extremes. So the question is, How
ş samples are sufficient?
caıally, it requires remarkably little information for the receiving device to reconstruct
analog signal. According to the Nyquist theorem, to ensure the accurate reproduction
an original analog signal using PAM, the sampling rate must be at least twice the
_ est frequency of the original signal.
if we want to sample telephone voice information with maximum frequency 3300 Hz,

need a sampling rate of 6600 samples per second.
actual practice, 8000 samples are taken to compensate for imperfection in later
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~~sing.

According to the Nyquist theorem, the sampling rate must be at least two

·- the highest frequency.
ling rate of twice a frequency of x Hz means that the signal must be sampled
:1,.. ~·~:;:.,ı:::ı~~~-

\:ı~m.ı,\.\\e va\ce-C'lvet-"Qhone-lines
example above, that means one

ı••-~.ııe every 1/8000 second. Figure 2.19 illustrates the concept.
Amplitude

Highest frequency = x Hz
Sampling rate = 2x samples/second

Time

Sampling interval = l/2x

Figure 2.19 Nyquist theorem

4 Digital-To-Analog Encoding
~gital-to-analog encoding is the representation of digital information by an analog
gnal. When you transmit data from one computer to another across a public access
ne line, for example, the data start out as digital, but because telephone wires carry
og signals, the data must be converted. The digital data must be encoded on an
og signal that has been manipulated to look like two distinct values that correspond to
ınary 1 and binary O. Figure 2.20 shows the relationship between the digital information,
digital-to-analog encoding hardware, and the resultant analog signal.
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Figure 2.20 Digital-to-Analog encoding

.•..e many mechanisms for digital-to-analog encoding, we will discuss only those most
- ' for data communications.
discussed previously, a sine wave is defined by three characteristics: amplitude,
ency, and phase. When we vary any one of these characteristics, we create a second
sion of that wave. If we then say that the original wave represents binary 1. the
iarion can represent binary O, or vice versa. So, by changing one aspect of a simple
ctrical signal back and forward, we can use it to represent digital data. Any of the three

teristics listed above can be altered in this way, giving us at least three mechanisms
encoding digital data into an analog signal: amplitude shift keying (ASK), frequency
keying (FSK), and phase shift keying (PSK).
addition, there is a fourth (and better) mechanism that combines changes in both
litude and phase called quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). QAM is the most
ient of these options and is the mechanism used in all modem modems (see Figure
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Figure 2.21 Types of digital-to-analog encoding

.1 Aspects of Digital-to-Analog Encoding
ore we discuss specific methods of digital-to-analog encoding, two basic issues must
efıned: bit/baud rate and carrier signal.
·· Rate and Baud Rate
·o terms used frequently in data communication are bit rate and baud rare. Bit rate is
number of bits transmitted during one second. Baud rate refers to the number of
gnal Units per second that are required to represent those bits. In discussions of
mputer efficiency the bit rate is the more important -we want to know how long it takes
process each piece of information. In data transmission, however, we are more
ncemed with how efficiently we can move that data from place to place, whether in
pieces or blocks. The fewer signal units required, the more efficient the system and the
ess bandwidth required to transmit more bits; so we are more concerned with baud rate.
Toe baud rate determines the bandwidth required to send the signal.
Bit rate equals the baud rate times the number of bits represented by each signal unit. The
ud rate equals the bit rate divided by the number of bits represented by each signal
shift. Bit rate is always greater than or equal to the baud rate.
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e is the number of bits per second. Baud rate is the number of signal units per
lııa:ııd- Baud rate is less than or equal to the bit rate.

ier Signal

og transmission the sending device produces a high-frequency signal that acts as a
- for the information signal. This base signal is called the carrier signal or carrier
rıcy. The receiving device is tuned to the frequency of the carrier signal that it
ts from the sender. Digital information is then encoded onto the carrier signal by
ing one or more of its characteristics (amplitude, frequency, phase). This kind of

__._.1

-..'"--1..Lcation is called modulation (or shift keying) and the information signal is called a
ating signal.
.2 Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK)
amplitude shift keying (ASK), the strength of the signal is varied to represent binary 1
. Both frequency and phase remain constant while the amplitude changes. Which
rage represents 1 and which represents O is left to the system designers. A bit duration
tne period of time that defines one bit. The peak amplitude of the signal during each bit

rion is constant and its value depends on the bit (O or 1). The speed of transmission
g ASK is limited by the physical characteristics of the transmission medium. Figure

_...::ı gives a conceptual view of ASK.
Amplitude
Baud rate: 5

Bit rate: 5
1 bit

1 bit

1 bit

1 bit

1 bit

Time

.._

1 second

Figure 2.22 ASK Encoding
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ornınately, ASK transmission is highly susceptible to noise interference. The term
refers to unintentional voltages introduced onto a line by various phenomena such
or electromagnetic induction created by other sources. These unintentional
ges combine with the signal to change the amplitude.
"' types of noise, for example thermal noise, are constant enough not to interfere with
· telligibility of the signal. Impulse noise, however, is a sudden surge of energy that
.ipe out an entire section of a transmission by inserting high-amplitude spikes where

amplitude was intended. In that case, a section of the signal that was intended to be
· ed as one or more Os will read as 1 s. You can see how surges in voltage would be
ially problematic for ASK, which relies solely on amplitude for recognition. Noise
y affects the amplitude; therefore, ASK is the encoding method most affected by

pular ASK technique is called on-off-keying (OOK). In OOK one of the bit values is
ented by no voltage. The advantage is a reduction in the amount of energy required
transmit information.

3 Frequency Shift Keying (FSK)

frequency shift keying (FSK), the frequency of the signal is varied to represent binary
or O. The frequency of the signal during each bit duration is constant and its value
nds on the bit (O or 1): both peak amplitude and phase remain constant. Figure 2.23
_ .es the conceptual view of FSK.
K avoids most of the noise problems of ASK. Because the receiving device is looking
- ,r specific frequency changes over a given number of periods, it can ignore voltage
ikes. The limiting factors of FSK are the physical capabilities of the carrier.
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Amplitude
Baud rate: 5

Bit rate: 5
1 bit

l bit

l bit

l bit

Time

l baud

l baud

l baud

l baud

l baud

l second

4--------

Figure 2.23 FSK encoding

4 Phase Shift Keying (PSK)
hase shift keying (PSK), the phase is varied to represent binary 1 or O. Both peak
litude and frequency remain constant as the phase changes. For example, if we start
a phase of O degrees to represent binary O, then we can change the phase to 180
_ es to send binary 1. The phase of the signal during each bit duration is constant and
value depends on the bit (O or 1 ). Figure 2.24 gives a conceptual view of PSK.
Amplitude
l bit

Baud rate: 5

Bit rate: 5
l bit

1 bit

1

1

1 bit

1 bit

o

1
Time

4---------

l second ----------•

Figure 2.24 PSK
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Bit

Phase

o

o

1

180

o

1

Bits

Constellation diagram

Figure 2.25 PSK constellation
ve method is often called 2-PSK, or binary PSK, because two different phases (O
80 degrees) are used in the encoding. Figure 2.25 makes this point clearer by
.irıg the relationship of phase to bit value. A second diagram, called a constellation or

se-state diagram, shows the same relationship by illustrating only the phases. PSK is
susceptible to the noise degradation that affects ASK, nor to the bandwidth
· tions of FSK. This means that smaller variations in the signal can be detected
ly by the receiver. Therefore, instead of utilizing only two variations of a signal,
representing one bit, we can use four variations and let each phase shift represent
bits (see Figure 2.26).
Baud rate: 5

Bit rate: 10

Amplitude
2 bits

Ol

2 bits

2 bits

10

10

2 bits

2 bits

11

00
Time

1 second

Figure 2.26 4-PSK
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llation diagram for the signal in Figure 2.26 is given in Figure 2.27. A phase of

ıııır.=es now represents 00; 90 degrees represents Ol; 180 degrees represents 10; and
~s

represents 11. This technique is called 4-PSK or Q-PSK. The pair of bits
ed by each phase is. Called a Dibit. We can transmit data two times as fast using
Ol

ıs we can using 2-PSK.

Dibit

\ Phase
1

o

00
Ol
10
11

10

90
180
270

11

Dibit

ConstellationDiagram

(2 bits)
Figure 2.27 4-PSK characteristics

can extend this idea to 8-PSK. Instead of 90 degrees, we now vary the signal by shifts
5 degrees. With 8 different phases, each shift can represent three bits (one tribit) at a
. (As you can see, the relationship of number of bits per shift to number of phases is a
rer of two. When we have four possible phases, we can send two bits at a time-22
s 4. When we have eight possible phases, we can send three bits at time-23 equals
Figure 2.28 shows the relationships between the phase shifts and the tribits each one
sents. 8-PSK is three times faster than 2-PSK
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010
Tribit
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

Phase

001

011

o
45
90
135
180
225
270
315

101

110

111

Constellation Diagram

Tribit

(3 bits)
Figure 2.28 8-PSK characteristics

~ Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)
· limited by the ability of the equipment to distinguish small differences in phase.
- tactor limits its potential bit rate.
- , we have been altering only one of the three characteristics of a sine wave at a time
hieve our encoding, but what if we alter two? Bandwidth limitations make
inations of FSK with other changes practically useless. But why not combine ASK
PSK? Then we could have x variations in phase and y variations in amplitude, giving
x times y possible variations and the corresponding number of bits per variation.
ature amplitude modulation (QAM) does just that.
term quadrature is derived from the restrictions required for minimum performance
is related to trigonometry.
ature amplitude modulation (QAM) means combining ASK and PSK in such a way
we have maximum contrast between each bit, dibit, tribit, quadbit, and so on.
sible variations of QAM are numerous. Theoretically any measurable number of
changes in amplitude can be combined with any measurable number of changes in phase.
Figure 2.29 shows two possible configurations, 4-QAM and 8-QAM. In both cases, the
umber of amplitude shifts is fewer than the number of phase shifts. Because amplitude
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- are susceptible to noise and require greater shift differences than do phase
-- the number of phase shifts used by a QAM system is always larger than the
of amplitude shifts. The time-domain plot corresponding to the 8-QAM signal in
_29 is shown in Figure 2.30.
01
011

•

00

••

IOI

4-QAM
1 amplitude, 4 phases

8-QAM
2 amplitudes, 4 phases

Figure 2.29 4-QAM and 8-QAM constellation

geometric relationships besides concentric circles are also possible. The first
ple, three amplitudes and 12 phases, handles noise best because of a greater ratio of
shift to amplitude. It is the ITU-T recommendation. The second example, four
litudes an eight phases, is the OSI recommendation. If you examine the graph
fully, you will notice that although it is based on concentric circles, not every
ection of phase and amplitude is utilized. In fact, 4 times 8 should allow for 32
ssible variations. But by using only half of those possibilities, the measurable
erences between shifts are increased and greater signal readability is ensured. In
ition, several QAM designs link specific amplitudes with specific phases. This means
even with the noise problems associated with amplitude shifting, the meaning of a
can be recovered from phase information. In general, therefore, a second advantage
-QAM encoding over ASK encoding is its lower susceptibility to noise.
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Analog-To-Analog Encoding
g-to-analog encoding is the representation

of analog information by an analog

. Radio, that familiar utility, is an example of an analog-to-analog communication.
2.30 shows the relationship between the analog information, the analog-to-analog
.ersion hardware, and the resultant analog signal.
og-to-analog encoding can be accomplished in three ways: amplitude modulation
, :frequency modulation (FM), and phase modulation (PM). See Figure 2.31.

Figure 2.30 Analog-to-Analog Encoding

AM

Figure 2.31 Types of analog-to-analog encoding
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3. TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL DATA:
INTERFACES AND MODEMS

we have encoded our information into a format that can be transmitted, the next
is to investigate the transmission process itself. Information-processing equipment
as PCs generates encoded signals but ordinarily require assistance to transmit those
,ıpii•:s over a communication link. For example, a PC generates a digital signal but needs

ditional device to modulate a carrier frequency before it is sent over a telephone
. How do we relay encoded data from the generating device to the next device in the
ess? The answer is a bundle of wires, a sort of mini-communication link, called an

ause an interface links two devices not necessarily made by the same manufacturer,
haracteristics must be defined and standards must be established. Characteristics of
interface include its mechanical specifications (how many wires are used to transport
signal); its electrical specifications (the frequency, amplitude, and phase of the
cted signal); and its functional specifications (if multiple wires are used, what does
h one do?). These characteristics are all described by several popular standards and
incorporated in the physical layer of the OSI model.

3.2 Digital Data Transmission
Of primary concern when considering the transmission of data from one device to
another is the wiring. And of primary concern when considering the wiring is the data
stream. Do we send one bit at a time, or do we group bits into larger groups and, if so,
ow? The transmission of binary data across a link can be accomplished either in parallel
mode or serial mode. In parallel mode, multiple bits are sent with each clock pulse. In
serial mode, one bit is sent with each clock pulse. While there is only one way to send
parallel data, there are two subclasses of serial transmission: synchronous and
asynchronous (see Figure 3.1).
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Data transmission

Serial

Parallel

( Synchronous )

Asynchronous

Figure 3.1 Data transmission

1 Parallel Transmission
~
data, consisting of 1 s and Os, may be organized into groups of n bits each. Comproduce and consume data in groups of bits much as we conceive of and use spo
language in the form of words rather than letters. By grouping, we can send data n
- at a time instead of one. This is called parallel transmission.
mechanism for parallel transmission is a conceptually simple one: use n wires to
n bits at one time. That way each bit has its own wire, and all n bits of one group
be transmitted with each clock pulse from one device to another.
gure 3.2 shows how parallel transmission works for n = 8. Typically the eight wires are
dled in a cable with a connector at each end.
advantage of parallel transmission is speed. All else being equal, parallel
mission can increase the transfer speed by a factor of n over serial transmission. But
e is a significant disadvantage: cost. Parallel transmission requires n communication
es (wires in the example) just to transmit the data stream. Because this is expensive,
;mallel transmission is usually limited to short distances, up to a maximum of say 25
feet,
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Figure 3.2 Parallel Transmission

., Serial Transmission
serial transmission one bit follows another, so we need only one communication
el rather than n to transmit data between two communicating devices (see Figure
- . The advantage of serial over parallel transmission is that with only one communi
.on channel, serial transmission reduces the cost of transmission over parallel by
ughly a factor of n.
ce communication within devices is parallel, conversion devices are required at the
erface between the sender and the line (parallel-to-serial) and between the line and the
iver (serial-to-parallel).
Serial transmission occurs in one of two ways: asynchronous or synchronous.
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o
1
1

o

Sender

o
o
o

O 1 1 O O O 1 O

Transmitter

1

q

o

We need only
one line (wire)
Serial/parallel
converter

Parallel/serial converter

Figure 3.3 Serial Transmission

_..23 Asynchronous Transmission
synchronous transmission is so named because the timing of a signal is unimportant.
ead, information is received and translated by agreed-upon patterns. As long as those
rterns are followed, the receiving device can retrieve the information without regard to
.•.. e rhythm in which it is sent. Patterns are based on grouping the bit stream into bytes.
Each group, usually eight bits, is sent along the link as a unit. The sending system
handles each group independently, relaying it to the link whenever ready, without regard
a timer.
Without a synchronizing pulse, the receiver cannot use timing to predict when the next
group will arrive. To alert the receiver to the arrival of a new group, therefore, an extra
bit is added to the beginning of each byte. This bit, usually a O, is called the start bit. To
let the receiver know that the byte is finished, one or more additional bits are appended to
the end of the byte. These bits, usually 1 s, are called stop bits. By this method, each byte
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IILl~ed in size to at least 10 bits, of which 8 are information and 2 or more are
- to the receiver. In addition, the transmission of each byte may then be followed by
of varying duration. This gap can be represented either by an idle channel or by a
of additional stop bits.
_.nchronoustransmission we send one start bit (O) at the beginning and one or more
dts (ls) at the end of each byte. There may be a gap between each byte.
start and stop bits and the gap alert the receiver to the beginning and end of each byte
ow it to synchronize with the data stream. This mechanism is called asynchronous

II

aııse, at the byte level, sender and receiver do not have to be synchronized, But within
yte. The receiver must still be synchronized with the incoming bit stream. That is,
synchronization is required, But only for the duration of a single byte. The
· ing device resynchronizes at the onset of each new byte.
the receiver detects a start bit, it sets a timer and begins counting bits as they come
•After n bits the receiver looks for a stop bit. As soon as ft detects the stop bit, it
res any received pulses until it detects the next start bit.
_;-nchronous here means "asynchronous at the byte level," but the bits are still synchro. their durations are the same.
_ e 3 .4 is a schematic illustration of asynchronous transmission. In this example, the
bits are Os, the stop bits are 1 s, and the gap is represented by an idle line rather than
. additional stop bits.
Direction of flow
Start bit

Stop bit
~

Receiver

O 1 1 O 1 \O

ı1

1 \ 1 1 1 1 1 O 1 1 \ O 11 1

~

\o O O 1

O 1 1 1\O I ~

1

Gaps between data units

Figure 3.4 Asynchronous transmission
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ition of stop and start bits and the insertion of raps into the bit stream make
~hronous

transmission slower than forms of transmission that can operate without

ition of control information. But it is cheap and effective, two advantages that
it an attractive choice for situations like low-speed communication. For example,
connection of a terminal to a computer is a natural application for asynchronous
•• ,smission. A user types only one character at a time, types extremely slowly in data
ssing terms, and leaves unpredictable gaps of time between each character.

-' Synchronous Transmission
synchronous transmission, the bit stream is combined into longer "frames," which may
••.••,.llaı.u

multiple bytes. Each byte, however, is introduced onto the transmission link

out a gap between it and the next one. It is left to the receiver to separate the bit
into bytes for decoding purposes. In other words, data are transmitted as an
ıroken string of 1 s and Os. and the receiver separates that string into the bytes or

cters, it needs to reconstruct the information.
~.ynchronoustransmission we send bits one after another without start/stop bits or gaps.
· the responsibility of the receiver to group the bits.
- gure 3 .5 gives a schematic illustration of synchronous transmission. We have drawn in
divisions between bytes. In reality, those divisions do not exist; the sender puts its
aaıa onto the line as one long string. If the sender wishes to send data in separate bursts,
.•.e gaps between bursts must be filled with a special sequence of Os and 1 s that means
e. The receiver counts the bits as they arrive and groups them in eight-bit units.

Receiver
Sender

Direction of flow

10100011

11111011

11110110 I 11110111

Figure 3.5 Synchronous transmission
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ut gaps and start/stop bits, there is no built-in mechanism to help the receiving
ce adjust its bit synchronization in midstream. Timing becomes very important,
ore, because the accuracy of the received information is completely dependent on
ility of the receiving device to keep an accurate count of the bits as they come in.
advantage of synchronous transmission is speed. With no extra bits or gaps to
uce at the sending end and remove at the receiving end and, by extension, with
bits to move across the link, synchronous transmission is faster than asynchronous
-.~ission.

For this reason, it is more useful for high-speed applications like the

ı:;msmissionof data from one computer to another. Byte synchronization is accomplished

DTE-DCE Interface
this point we must clarify two terms important to computer networking: data terminal
ipment (DTE) and data circuit-terminating equipment (DCE). There are usually four
sic functional units involved in the communication of data: a DTE and DCE on one
and a DCE and DTE on the other end, as shown in Figure 3 .6. The DTE generates
data and passes them, along with any necessary control characters, to a DCE. The
:E does the job of converting the signal to a format appropriate to the transmission

edium and introducing it onto the network link. When the signal arrives at the receiving
, this process is reversed.

DCE

DCE

DTE

DTE
Figure 3.6 DTEs and DCEs
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Data Terminal Equipment (DTE)
erminal equipment (DTE) includes any unit that functions either as a source of or
.iestination for binary digital data. At the physical layer, it can be a terminal, micro
er, computer, printer, fax machine, or any other device that generates or consumes
data. DTEs do not often communicate directly with one another; they generate and
.-sume information but need an intermediary to be able to communicate. Think of a
as operating the way your brain does when you talk. Let's say you have an idea that
-ant to communicate to a friend. Your brain creates the idea but cannot transmit that
o your :friend's brain by itself. Unfortunately or fortunately, we are not a species of
readers. Instead, your brain passes the idea to your vocal chords and mouth, which
-ert it to sound waves that can travel through the air or over a telephone line to your
d's ear and from there to his or her brain, where it is converted back into
formation. In this model, your brain and your friend's brain are DTEs. Your vocal
ords and mouth are your DCE. His or her ear is also a DCE. The air or telephone wire
your transmission medium.
DTE is any device that is a source of or destination for binary digital data.

-.3.2 Data Circuit-Terminating Equipment (DCE)
ta circuit-terminating equipment (DCE) includes any functional unit that transmits or
receives data in the form of an analog or digital signal through a network. At the physical
.yer, a DCE takes data generated by a DTE, converts them to an appropriate signal, and
then introduces the signal onto the telecommunication link. Commonly used DCEs at this
layer include modems. In any network, a DTE generates digital data and passes it to a
DCE; the DCE converts the data to a form acceptable to the transmission medium and
sends the converted signal to another DCE on the network. The second DCE takes the
signal off the line, converts it to a form usable by its DTE, and delivers it. To make this
communication possible, both the sending and receiving DCEs must use the same
encoding method (e.g., FSK). Much the way that if you want to communicate to someone
who understands only Japanese. You must speak Japanese, The two DTEs do not need to
be coordinated with each other. But each of them must be coordinated with its own DCE
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must be coordinated so that data translation occurs without loss of

.3 Standards
cer the years, many standards have been developed to define the connection between a
ıTE and a DCE (see Figure 3.7). Though their solutions differ, each standard provides a
el for the mechanical, electrical, and functional characteristics of the connection. Of
organizations involved in DTE-DCE interface standards, the most active are the
tronic Industries Association (EIA) and the International Telecommunication
- ·on-Telecommunication

Standards Committee (ITU-T). The EIA standards are

ed, appropriately enough, EIA-232, EIA-442, EIA-449, and so on. The ITU-T stands are called the V series and the X series.
DTE-DCE standards try to define the mechanical,
electrical, and functional characteristics of connection
between the DTE and DCE

DCE
DTE

;::JC>---
t> y z\

DCE
DTE

Figure 3.7 DTE-DCE interface

33.4 EIA-232 Interface
One important interface standard developed by the EIA is the EIA-232, which defines the
mechanical, electrical, and functional characteristics of the interface between a DTE and
a DCE. Originally issued in 1962 as the RS-232 standard (recommended standard), the
EIA-232 has been revised several times. The most recent version. ElA-232-D, defines not
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y the type of connectors to be used but also the specific cable and plugs and the
ctionality of each pin.
A-232 (previously called RS-232) defines the mechanical, electrical, and functional
cteristics of the interface between a DTE and a DCE.

.5 Mechanical Specification
e mechanical specification of the EIA-232 standard defines the interface as a 25-wire
le with a male and a female DB-25 pin connector attached to either end. The length of
cable may not exceed 15 meters (about 50 feet).
DB-25 connector is a plug with 25 pins or receptacles, each of which is attached to a
- gle wire with a specific function. With this design, the EIA has created the possibility
-25 separate interactions between a DTE and a DCE. Fewer are actually used in current
tice, but the standard allows for future inclusion of functionality.
e EIA-232 calls for a 25-wire cable terminated at one end by a male connector and at
e other end by a female connector. The term male connector refers to a plug with each
.ire in the cable connecting to a pin. The term female connector refers to a receptacle
.ith each wire in the cable connecting to a metal tube, or sheath. In the DB25 connector,
•nese pins and tubes are arranged in two rows, with 13 on the top and 12 on the bottom.

_..3.6 Electrical Specification
e electrical specification of the standard defines the voltage levels and the type of
·gnal to be transmitted in either direction between the DTE and the DCE.
EIA-232 states that all data must be transmitted as logical 1 s and Os (called mark and
space) using non-return to zero, level (NRZ-L) encoding, with O defined as a positive
.oltage and 1 defined as a negative voltage.
ending the Data The electrical specification for sending data is shown in Figure 3.8.
Rather than defining a single range bounded by highest and lowest amplitudes, EIA-232
efines two distinct ranges, one for positive voltages and one for negative. A receiver
recognizes and accepts as an intentional signal any voltage that falls within these ranges,
ut no voltages that fall outside the ranges. To be recognized as data, the amplitude of a
signal must fall between 3 and 15 volts or between -3 and -15 volts. By allowing valid
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to fall within two 12-volt ranges, EIA-232 makes it unlikely that degradation of a
by noise will affect its recognizability. In other words, as long as a pulse falls
1-.w.u

one of the acceptable ranges, the precision of that pulse is unimportant.
3.8 shows a square wave degraded by noise into a curve. The amplitude of the
bit is lower than intended (compared to that of the second bit). and rather than

ying at one single voltage, it covers a range of many voltages. If the receiver were
king only for a fixed voltage, the degradation of this pulse would have made it
overable. The bit would also have been unrecoverable if the receiver were looking
y for pulses that held a single voltage for their entire duration.
Volt
+15

+:[--:~

1 1

Time

t

J ~::::::

~

Allowable area

-15

NRZ-L encoding
Figure 3.8 Electrical specification for sending data in EIA-232

3.3. 7 Control and Timing
Only 4 wires out of the 25 available in an EIA-232 interface are used for data functions.
The remaining 21 are reserved for functions like control, timing, grounding, and testing.
The electrical specifications for these other wires are similar to those governing data
transmission, but simpler. Any of the other functions is considered ON if it transmits a
voltage of at least +3; and OFF if it transmits a voltage with a value less than -3 volts.
Figure 3.9 shows one of these signals. The specification for control signals is con
ceptually reversed from that for data transmission. A positive voltage means ON and a
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_ ive voltage means OFF. Also note that OFF is still signified by the transmission of a
"""""u.ıc voltage range. An absence of voltage on one of these wires while the system is
UWJ_illlg means that something is not working properly, and not that the line is turned off.

Volt

I

I

Undefined area
ıııı,
0
Undefined area
-3 , ......................................................................•...............................................................................................................................

Off

Allowable area

:......................................................................................................................

...

Figure 3.9 Electrical specification for control signals in EIA-232

A final important function of the electrical specification is the definition of bit rate. EIA
_32 allows for a maximum bit rate of 20 Kbps, although in practice this often is
exceeded.
3.3.8 Functional Specification
EIA-232 defines the functions assigned to each of the 25 pins in the DB-25 connector.
Figure 3.10 shows the ordering and functionality of each pin of a male connector.
Remember that a female connector will be the mirror image of the male, so that pin 1 in
the plug matches tube 1 in the receptacle, and so on. Each communications function has a
mirror or answering function for traffic in the opposite direction, to allow for full-duplex
operation. For example, pin 2 is for transmitting data, while pin 3 is for receiving data. In
this way both parties can transmit data at the same time. As you can see from Figure 3 .1 O,
not every pin is assigned a specific function. Pins 9 and 1 O are reserved for future use.
Pin 11 is as yet unassigned.
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Figure 3.10 Functions of pins in EIA -232

33.9 Null Modem
Suppose you need to connect two DTEs in the same building, for example, two workstations, or a terminal to a workstation. Modems are not needed to connect two compat
ible digital devices directly; the transmission never needs to cross analog lines, such as
telephone lines, and therefore does not need to be modulated. But you do need an inter
face to handle the exchange (readiness establishment, data transfer, receipt, etc.), just as
an EIA-232 DTE-DCE cable does.
The solution, provided by the EIA standard, is called a null modem. A null modem
provides the DTE-DCE/DCE-DTE interface without the DCEs. But why use a null
modem? If all you need is the interface, why not just use a standard EIA-232 cable? To
understand the problem, examine Figure 3.11. Part a shows a connection using a tele
phone network
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two DTEs are exchanging information through DCEs. Each DTE sends its data
ugh pin 2 and the DCE receives it on pin 2; and each .DTE receives data through pin
_ that has been forwarded by the DCE using its own pin 3. As you can see, the EIA-232
le connects DTE pin 2 to DCE pin 2 and DCE pin 3 to DTE pin 3. Traffic using pin 2
~ always outgoing from the DTEs. Traffic using pin 3 is always incoming to the DTEs. A
E recognizes the direction of a signal and passes-it along to the appropriate circuit.
art b of the figure shows what happens when we use the same connections between two
TEs. Without DCEs to switch the signals to or from the appropriate pins, both DTEs are
empting to transmit over the same pin 2 wire and to receive over the same pin 3 wire.
The DTEs are transmitting to each others transmit pins, not to their receive pins. The
receive circuit (3) is void because it has been isolated completely from the transmission.
Toe transmit circuit (2) therefore ends up full of collision noise and signals that can never
received by either DTE. No data can get through from one device to another.
DCE
DCE

2

DTE

ı•-------,

2

3
2

2

3

3
a. DTEs connected through DCEs

Transmit II 2

I

Receive

I•----------------•

I 3

._

_._._ _._ _

Transmit
Receive

b. DTEs connected directly

Figure 3.11 Using regular data pin connections with and without DCEs

Crossing Connections For transmission to occur, the wires must be crossed so that pin 2
of the first DTE connects to pin 3 of the second DTE; and pin 2 of the second DTE
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ıııım:ı,ects to pin 3 of the first. These two pins are the most important. Several other pins,
'Ver, have similar problems and their wires also need reconnection.
modem is an EIA-232 interface that completes the necessary circuits to fool the
s at either end into believing that they have DCEs and a network between them.
.use its purpose is to make connections, a null modem can be either a length of cable
a device, or you can make one yourself using a standard EIA-232 cable or a breakout
that allows you to cross-connect wires in any way you desire. Of these options, the
le is the most commonly used and the most convenient (see Figure 3.12).
er Differences Null modems have up to 25 wires, of these 25. The most important
those needed for DTE-to-DTE transmission, and are shown in Figure 3.12. Note that
ereas an EIA-232 DTE-DCE interface cable has a female connector at the DTE end
d a male connector at the DCE end, a null modem has female connectors at both ends
•.... allow it to connect to the ElA-232 DTE ports, which are male.
NuUmodem

7

Signal ground

If-I-·-

-·-·-·-·-

-·-·-·-

Signal ground

- - - ıM 7

20
Readiness

Setup

Data Transfer

Timing

Readiness
4

4

I

5

I

I

8

8

2

2

3

3

24

24

17

17

DTE

DTE

Figure 3.12 Null modem pin connections
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Other Interface Standards
data rate and cable length (signal distance capability) are restricted by EIA-232;
rate to 20Kbps and cable length to 50 feet (15 meters). To meet the needs of users
require more speed and I or distance, the EIA and the ITU-T have introduced addiinterface standards: EIA-449, EIA-530, and X.21.

1 EIA-449

mechanical specifications of EIA-449 define a combination of two connectors:
with 37 pins (DB-37) and one with 9 pins (DB-9), for a combined 46 pins (see Figure

functional specifications of the EIA-449 give the DB-37 pins properties similar to
-~ of the DB-25. The major functional difference between the 25- and 37-pin
ectors is that all functions relating to the secondary channel have been removed from
3 7. Because the secondary channel is seldom used, EIA-449 separates those
· ons out and puts them in the second, 9-pin connector (DB-9). In this way, a second
el is available to systems that need it.

__tb_\®@ <t <J (J <t () ~.~

@.rı.·r,··.. ~ ct t'.t ct@

8 8/4

V~@·~~~~~<t•@(t~@()(t~~~/~
DB-9 receptacle

DB-37 reccptac\c

••••••.••.

• ••. ·• ••••••

•/..Lb_

.• ••••••••••••••••• ı~

DS-9 plug

Figure 3.13 DB-37 and DB-9 connectors
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..2 Pin Functions
maintain compatibility with EIA-232. EIA-449 defines two categories of pins to be
in exchanging data, control, and timing information (see Table 3.1).

Table 3.1 DB-37 pins
Function

Pin

Category

Pin

Function

Category

ı

Shield

20

Receive Common

II

-"'

Signal rate indicator

21

Unassigned

I

Unassigned

22

Send data

I

:J

4

Send data

I

23

Send timing

I

'

Send timing

I

24

Receive data

I

6

Receive data

I

25

Request to send

I

7

Request to send

I

26

Receive timing

I

8

Receive timing

I

27

Clear to send

I

9

Clear to send

I

28

Terminal in service

II

10

Local loopback

II

29

Data mode

I

11

Data mode

I

30

Terminal ready

I

12

Terminal ready

I

31

Receive ready

I

13

Receive ready

I

32

Select standby

II

14

Remote loopback

II

33

Signal quality

15

Incoming call

34

New signal

II

16

Select frequency

II

35

Terminal timing

I

17

Terminal timing

I

36

Standby indicator

II

18

Test mode

II

37

Send common

II

19

Signal ground

Category I Pins
Category I includes those pins whose functions are compatible with those of EIA-232
(although most have been renamed). For each Category I pin, EIA-449 defines two pins,
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in the first column and one in the second column. For example, both pins 4 and 22
called send data. These two pins have the equivalent functionality of pin 2 in EIA
-32. Both pins 5 and 23 are called send timing. Arid both pins 6 and 24 are called receive
Even more interesting, these pairs of pins are vertically adjacent to one another in
connector, with the pin from the second column occupying the position essentially
__low its counterpart from the first column. (Number the DB-37 connector based on the
aımbering of the DB-25 connector to see these relationships.)

This structure is what

jves EIA-449 its power. How the pins relate will become clear later in this section, when
'e discuss the two alternate methods of signaling defined in the electrical specifications.
Table 3.2 lists the pin functions of the DB-9 connector and shows their relationships to
e EIA-232 (DB-25) equivalents.

Table 3.2 DB-9 pins
EIA-232

Function

Pin

Equivalent
1

1

Shield

2

Secondary receive ready

3

Secondary send data

14

4

Secondary receive data

16

5

Signal ground

7

6

Receive common

12

7

Secondary request to send

19

8

Secondary clear to send

13

9

Send common

Category II Pins
Category II pins are those that have no equivalent in EIA-232 or have been redefined
The numbers and functions of these new pins are as follows:

* Local loop-back. Pin. 1 O is used for local loop-back testing.
* Remote loop-back. Pin 14 is used for remote loop-back testing.
* Select frequency. Pin 16 is used to choose between two different
84
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ive common. Pin 20 provides a common signal return line for unbalanced circuits
- rn the DCE to the DTE.
service. Pin 28 indicates to the DCE whether or not the DTE is
rational.
ect standby. Pin 32 allows the DTE to request the use of standby equipment in the

-ew signal. Pin 34 is available for multiple point applications where a primary DTE
ontrols several secondary DTEs. When activated, pin 34 indicates that one DTE has
finished its data exchange and a new one is about to start.
tandby indicator. Pin 36 provides the confirmation signal from the DCE in response
o select standby (pin 32).
nd common. Pin 3 7 provides a common signal return line for unbalanced circuits
from the DTE to the DCE.

_A3 Electrical Specifications: RS-423 and RS-422
A-449 uses two other standards to define its electrical specifications: RS-423 (for
balanced circuits) and RS-422 (for balanced circuits).

- 423 Unbalanced Mode
-423 is an unbalanced circuit specification, meaning that it defines only one line for
pagating a signal. All signals in this standard use a common return (or ground) to
complete the circuit. Figure 3. 14 gives a conceptual view of this type of circuit as well as
e specifications for the standard. In unbalanced-circuit mode, EIA-449 calls for the use
f only the first pin of each pair of Category I pins and all Category II pins.
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Distance:

40 ft __.

Data rate:

100 kbps •

4000 ft
1 kbps

+6

NRZ-L

s

R
+2

I

Logic O

I

o
-2

Common return

+-------------------~
-6

I

Logic 1

I

Figure 3.14 RS-423. Unbalanced Mode

RS-422: Balanced Mode
RS-422 is a balanced circuit specification, meaning that it defines two lines for the
propagation of each signal. Signals again use a common return (or ground) for the return
of the signal. Figure 3.15 gives a conceptual view of and the specifications for this
standard. In balanced mode, EIA-449 utilizes both pins in each Category I but does not
use the Category II pins. As you can see from the electrical specifications for this

standard, the ratio of data rate to distance is much higher than that of the unbalanced
stanuaru err oıtTh-1')1·. \\.JM'n-p~ for \1:'a.l\.~fil\~~,()l\~
\.)\Ôr\.) fo~\.
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4000 ft

Distance:
Data rate:

ı kbps

10 Mbps

NRZ-L

s

R

DOD
OOGJD

+6
+4

ı

o

NRZ-L
Common ground

-4
-6

~

Figure 3.15 RS-422. Balanced mode

unbalanced mode, two lines carry the same transmission. They do not, however, carry
entical signals. The signal on one line is the complement of the signal on the other.
When plotted, the complement looks like a mirror image of the original signal (see Figure
3 .15). Instead of listening to either actual signal, the receiver detects the differences
between the two. This mechanism makes a balanced circuit less susceptible to noise than
an unbalanced circuit, and improves performance.
As the complementary signals arrive at the receiver, they are put through a subtracter (a
differential amplifier). This mechanism subtracts the second 'signal from the first before
interpretation. Because the two signals complement each other, the result of this
subtraction is a doubling of the value of the first signal. For example, if at a given
moment the first signal has a voltage of 5, the second signal will have a voltage of -5. The
result of subtraction, therefore, is 5 - (-5), which equals 1 O.
If noise is added to the transmission, it impacts both signals in the same way (positive
noise affects both signals positively; negative noise affects both negatively). As a result,
the noise is eliminated during the subtraction process (see Figure 3.16). For example, say
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two volts of noise are introduced at the point where the first signal is at 5 volts and
complement is at -5 volts. The addition distorts the first signal to 7 volts, and the
ond to -3 volts. 7 - (-3) still equals 10. It is this ability to neutralize the effects of noise
allows the superior data rates of balanced transmission.

-.-t4 EIA -530
-449 provides much better functionality than EIA-232. However, it requires a DB37
nnector that the industry has been reluctant to embrace because of the amount of
-estment already put into the DB-25. To encourage acceptance of the new standard,

.•..erefore, the EIA developed a version ofEIA-449 that uses DB-25 pins: EIA-530.
e pin functions of EIA-530 are essentially those of EIA-449 Category I plus three pins
from Category II (the loop-back circuits). Of the EIA-232 pins, some have been
omitted, including ring indicator, signal quality detector, and data signal rate selector.
EIA-530 does not support a secondary circuit.

o

Noise affecting both signals

iginal signal
Signals and noise
Original and complement

D

o
After negation of second signal

After adding

After rescaling

Figure 3.16 Canceling of noise using balanced mode
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~.5 X.21
- an interface standard designed by the ITU-T to address many of the problems existing
the EIA interfaces and, at the same time, pave the way for all-digital communication.

rsing Data Circuits for Control: A large proportion of the circuits in the EIA interfaces
used for control. These circuits are necessary because the standards implement
ntrol functions as separate signals. With a separate line, control information is
represented only by positive and negative voltages. But, if control signals are encoded
sing meaningful control characters from a system such as ASCII, they can be
transmitted over data lines.
For this reason, X.21 eliminates most of the control circuits of the EIA standards and
instead directs their traffic over the data circuits. To make this consolidation of
functionality possible, both the DTE and the DCE must have added circuit logic that
enables them to transform the control codes into bit streams that can be Sent over the data
line. Both also need additional logic to discriminate between control information and data
upon receipt.
This design allows X.21 not only to use fewer pins but also to be used in digital
telecommunications where control information is sent from device to device over a net
work rather than just between a DTE and a DCE. As digital technology emerges. more
and more control information must be handled, including dialing, redialing. hold, and so
on.
X.21 is useful both as an interface to connect digital computers to analog devices such as
modems and as a connector between digital computers and digital interfaces such as
ISDN and X.25.
X.21 is designed to work with balanced circuits at 64 Kbps, a rate that is becoming the
industry standard.
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.6 Pin Functions
gure 3.17 shows the connector specified by X.21. the DB-15. As the name indicates,
DB-15 is a 15-pin connector.

••••••••
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•

•

•

•

t

•

DB·lS pluı
Figure 3.17 DB-15 connector

Byte timing. Another advantage offered by X.21 is that of timing lines to control byte
synchronization in addition to the bit synchronization provided by the EIA standards. By
adding a byte timing pulse (pins 7 and 14), X.21 improves the overall synchronization of
ıransmıssıons.

Control and indication. Pins 3 and 5 of the DB-15 connector are used for the initial
handshake, or agreement to begin transmitting. Pin 3 is the equivalent of request to send.
Pin 5 is the equivalent of clear to send. Table 3.3 lists the functions for each pin.

Table 3.3 DB-15 pins
Function

Pin

Function

Pin

1

Shield

9

Transmit data or control

2

Transmit data or control

10

Control

3

Control

11

Receive data or control

4

Receive data or control

12

Indication

5

Indication

13

Signal element timing

6

Signal element timing

14

Byte timing

7

Byte timing

15

Reserved

8

Signal ground
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most familiar type of DCE is a modem. Anyone who has surfed the Internet, logged
an office computer from home, or filed a news story from a word processor over a
ne line has used a modem. The external or internal modem associated with your
nal computer is what converts the digital signal generated by the computer into an
og signal to be carried by a public access phone line. It is also the device that
.vertsthe analog signals received over a phone line into digital signals usable by your

term modem is a composite word that refers to the two functional entities that
re

up the device: a signal modulator and a signal demodulator. The relationship of the

parts is shown in Figure 3.l 8c.
Modem

Modem
Analog
transmission

SLJ1IL
A

Digital

B

Figure 3.18a Modem connection Digital/analog connection between two computers
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Figure 3.18b Modem Connection in Digital/analog conversion in internet working
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Figure 3.18c Modem concept
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A modulator converts a digital signal into an analog signal. A demodulator converts an
analog signal into a digital signal. While a demodulator resembles an analog to-digital
encoder, it is not in fact an encoder of any kind. It does not sample a signal to create a
digital facsimile; it merely reverses the process of modulation.
A modulator converts a digital signal to an analog signal. A demodulator converts an
analog signal to a digital signal.
Both modulators and demodulators, however, do use the same techniques as digital-toanalog encoders: modulators to further encode a signal, and demodulators to decode it. A
modulator treats a digital signal as a series of 1 s and Os, and so can transform it into a
completely analog signal by using the digital-to-analog mechanisms of ASK. FSK. PSK,
andQAM.
Figure 3 .18 shows the relationship of modems to a communication link. The two PCs at
the ends are the DTEs; the modems are the DCEs. The DTE creates a digital signal and
relays it to the modem via an interface (like the EIA-232, as discussed before). The
modulated signal is received by the demodulation function of the second modem. The
demodulator takes the ASK, FSK, P5K, or QAM signal and decodes it into whatever
format its computer can accept. It then relays the resulting digital signal to the receiving
computer via an interface. Each DCE must be compatible with both its own DTE and
with other DCEs. A modem must use the same type of encoding (such as NRZ-L), the
same voltage levels to mean the same things, and the same timing conventions as its
DTE. A modem must also be able to communicate with other modems.

3.5.1 Transmission Rate
You may have heard modems described as high-speed or low-speed to indicate how
many bits per second a specific device is capable of transmitting or receiving. But before
talking about different commercial modems and their data rates, we need to examine the
limitations on the transmission rate of the medium itself.
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3.5.2 Bandwidth
Here we can apply the concept of Bandwidth to physical media to see its effect on
transmission. The data rate of a link depends on the type of encoding used, the duration
f the signal. the size of the voltages used, and the physical properties of the transmission
medium. Of these, the last imposes the greatest limitations. One way to increase the
speed of data transmission is to increase the speed (frequency) of the signal carrying it.
Theoretically, the faster the signal; the faster the data rate. But increasing the speed of a
signal means increasing the number of changes per second (baud rate), and every line has
an inherent limitation on the number of such changes it can accommodate. In other
words, every line, based on its electrical qualities, can accept only a certain range of
signal changes per second. If the signal is too slow, it cannot overcome the capacitance of
the line. If it is too fast, it can be impeded by the inductance of the line. So we can say
that every line has an upper limit and a lower limit on the frequencies of the signals it can
carry. This limited range is called the bandwidth.
Every line has an upper limit and a lower limit on the frequencies of the signals it can
carry. This limited range is called the bandwidth.
Traditional telephone lines can carry frequencies between 300 Hz and 3300 Hz, giving
them a bandwidth of 3000 Hz. All of this range is used for transmitting voice, where a
great deal of interference and distortion can be accepted without loss of intelligibility. As
we have seen, however, data signals require a higher degree of accuracy to ensure
integrity. For safety's sake, therefore, the edges of this range are not used for data
communication. In general, we can say that the signal bandwidth must be smaller than
the cable bandwidth. The effective bandwidth of a telephone line being used for data
transmission is 2400 Hz, covering the range from 600 Hz to 3000 Hz. Note that today
some telephone lines are capable of handling more bandwidth than traditional lines.
However, modem design is still based on traditional capability (see Figure 3.19).
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300

I.

600

2400 Hz for data

~

\

3000 Hz for voice

Figure 3.19 Telephone line bandwidth

3.5.3 Modem Speed
As we have seen, each type of analog encoding manipulates the signal in a different way: ASK
manipulates amplitude; FSK manipulates frequency; PSK manipulates phase: and QAM
manipulates both phase and amplitude.
ASK

The bandwidth required for ASK transmission is equal to the baud rate of the signal.
Assuming that the entire link is being used by one signal, as it would be for simplex or
half-duplex transmission, the maximum baud rate for ASK encoding is equal to the entire
bandwidth of the transmission medium. Because the effective bandwidth of a telephone
line is 2400 Hz, the maximum baud rate is also 2400. And, because the baud rate and bit
rate are the same in ASK encoding, the maximum bit rate is also 2400 (see Figure 3.20).
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Figure 3.20 Baud rate in half-duplex ASK
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For full-duplex transmission, only half of the total bandwidth can be used in either
direction. Therefore, the maximum speed for ASK transmission in full-duplex mode is
1200 bps. Figure 3.21 shows this relationship. The total available bandwidth is 2400 Hz;
each direction therefore has an available 1200 Hz centered on its own carrier frequency.
(Note: some modem specifications indicate half-duplex by the abbreviation HDX, and
full-duplex by the abbreviation FDX.).
Although ASK's bit rate equals that of more popular types of encoding, its noıse
problems make it impractical for use in a modem.
Although ASK has a good bit rate, it is not used today because of noise.
l\fa:ı: baud me•
Mn bit :rıw: '"'

Mu baud raıe ••.
Mn nit rate "'

r------ -----~-- - ------1
ı

l)OQ

I.
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Figure 3.21 Baud rate in full-duplex ASK
FSK

The bandwidth required for FSK transmission is equal to the baud rate of the signal plus
the frequency shift. Assuming that the entire link is being used by one signal, as it would
for simplex or half-duplex transmission. the maximum baud rate for FSK encoding is
equal to the entire bandwidth of the transmission medium minus the frequency shift.
Because the effective bandwidth of a telephone line is 2400 Hz, the maximum baud rate
is therefore 2400 minus the frequency shift. And, because the baud rate and bit rate are
the same in FSK encoding, the maximum bit rate is also 2400 minus the frequency shift
(see Figure 3.22).
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Figure 3.22 Baud rare in half-duplex FSK
For full-duplex transmission, only half of the total bandwidth of the link can be used for
either direction. Therefore, the maximum theoretical rate for FSK in full-duplex mode is
half of the total bandwidth minus half the frequency shift. Full-duplex FSK partitions are
shown in Figure 3.23.
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Figure 3.23 Baud rate full-duplex FSK

PSKandQAM
As you recall, the minimum bandwidth required for PSK or QAM transmission is the
same as that required for ASK transmission but the bit rate can be greater depending on
the number of bits that can be represented by each signal unit.

Comparison
Table 3.4 summarizes the maximum bit rate over standard twisted-wire telephone lines
for each of the encoding mechanisms examined above. These figures assume a traditional
two-wire line. If four-wire lines are used, the data rates for full-duplex transmission can
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doubled. In that case, two wires can be used for sending and two for receiving the
data, thereby doubling the available bandwidth. However, these numbers are theoretical
and cannot always be achieved with available technology.

Table 3.4 Theoretical bit rates for modems
Encoding

half-Duplex

Full-Duplex

ASK, FSK, 2-PSK

2400

1200

4-PSK, 4-QAM

4800

2400

8-PSK, 8-QAM

7200

3600

16-QAM

9600

4800

32-QAM

12,000

6000

64-QAM

14,400

7200

128-QAM
256-QAM

16,800
19,200
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4. HIGH SPEED WIRELESS LAN FOR MOBILE COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE AND PROTOTYPE MODEM
IMPLEMENTATION
4.4 Introduction
Current wireless LANs that are small enough for portable computing devices have
transmission rates up to a few Mbit/s, at the lower end of that obtained in IEEE 802compliant wired LANs. These LANs can provide a useful service when the application
demands and number of users are kept low. Much higher performance, from several lO's
of Mbit/s to over 100 Mbit/s, is needed to accommodate more users and multimedia
traffic.
Achieving wireless access at these high rates is difficult. Wireless LAN systems face
technical problems similar to those encountered in outdoor wide-area radio-based
systems, including the available bandwidth and fading noise due to multipath and
blockage. The goal is to transmit at maximum information rate with acceptable
probability of error and minimum equipment complexity, power and cost. Competing
approaches to achieve this goal use either infra-red radiation or radio waves in the
microwave or millimetre-wave bands.
The success of radio-based indoor wireless LAN systems lies in access to the radio
spectrum. This is fiercely competitive and alarmingly scarce in the microwave bands.
For this reason, research on higher speed wireless LANs has focussed on infra-red and
millimetre-wave carriers [Fernandes et al., 1994]. With virtually unlimited and
unregulated spectrum, many researchers have proposed and developed infra-red carrier
techniques for wireless indoor access to local area networks.
To date the most practical infrared techniques use diffuse infrared links and have
demonstrated raw link transmission rates up to 50 Mbit/s in cells a few metres in radius
[Marsh & Kahn, 1995]. Nevertheless, we contend that the prospect of economically
achieving reliable infrared transmission rates much above 1 O Mbit/s for truly portable
terminals in the next five years is poor because of the high power requirements and
delay-spread of the received diffusely-reflected (multi-path) signals. Remarkable
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breakthroughs are needed either in the design of equalisers to accommodate the delay
spread or in the development of adaptive directional links that limit the delay spread
while maintaining acceptable signal-to-noise ratio.
This chapter proposes a radio solution at millimetre wavelength frequencies where there
is sufficient spectrum to accommodate link speeds of hundreds-of-megabits-per-second.
Using a test-bed with a burst-mode transmission capability and experimental 40 GHz
radio, we have demonstrated a pico-cellular approach with a range of approximately 1 O
metres and link rates up to 185 Mbit/s. Additionally, we have built a prototype modem
with a raw link rate of 54 Mbit/s for use in a demonstrator high-speed indoor WLAN.
This chapter presents the architecture of the proposed WLAN and the design and
performance of the prototype modem.

4.2 Spectrum, Propagation and Key Design Decisions
The spectral band from 54 GHz to 65 GHz is strongly absorbed in the atmosphere and is
unsuitable for long distance communications. It is suitable for short distance operation on
the scale of a LAN. Our propagation studies [Bird et al, 1994] and others [eg ITU-R SG3,
1996; Smulders & Wagemans, 1992; Davies et al, 1991] have shown that propagation in
this band is quasi-optical with low penetration of walls and partial penetration of
partitions. The signals also reflect well off many surfaces providing coverage of areas
which do not have a direct line of sight to the transmitter. The unfortunate side effect of
this is that signal reception occurs over multiple paths resulting in destructive interference
and significant intersymbol interference.
Use of this spectral band requires a diversity scheme to overcome the destructive
interference and a robust modulation and error correction coding scheme to overcome the
effects of intersymbol interference. The latter becomes more difficult as the bit rate
increases. Given a typical indoor environment and a user data rate above 20 Mbit/s it is
difficult to achieve a data rate bandwidth efficiency of 1 bit/s/Hzl. An example of this is
the HIPERLAN (High Performance Radio LAN) system [ETSI, 1995] which achieves a
data rate bandwidth efficiency of significantly less than 1 bit/s/Hz. HIPERLAN uses
GMSK modulation with an equaliser and BCH (31,26) FEC coding. To achieve an
efficiency of 2 bit/s/Hz would require a very complex receiver.
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)ur WLAN uses a coded multicarrier modulation scheme to overcome multipath

ınterference [Skellem & Percival, 1994; Lee et al., 1995; Skellem et al., 1995]. This

approach, which has been widely used in other transmission applications [eg Alard &

Halbert, 1987; Bingham, 1990; Chow et al., 1991; Sari et al., 1995], is less complex to
implement than solutions that use a single carrier plus equaliser. The reduced complexity
provides the potential for lower power consumption than solutions using a single carrier.
The HIPERLAN choice of a single carrier plus equalisation is an interesting one,
apparently based on a concern about distortion products in the output power amplifier
arising from the non-unity peak-to-average power ratio of the multicarrier signal.
However, the probability of large peak excursions in the multicarrier signal is low.
Moreover, clipping of the signal does not substantially degrade the error performance.
A well-designed coded multicarrier modulation scheme, involving FFT processing,
coding and interleaving, provides good protection against multipath effects. The
transform processing converts a time-invariant intersymbol interference (ISI) channel to
one that behaves effectively with no memory. Thus, no equaliser is needed to combat ISI
in a practical system.
Figure 4.1 shows a measured 8-tone multi-carrier modulation signal suffering a frequency
selective fade due to multipath interference on a 40 GHz link. The coding scheme used in
our WLAN allows recovery of information lost in the faded tones.
Selective Frequency

With Multipath

Without Multipath

Figure 4.1 Measured multicarrier spectra at 40 GHz
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Subtractive interference can cause broadband fading, which can result in an inability to
obtain synchronisation or high error rates (around 10-1). This is very hard to correct with
any FEC scheme and some form of diversity is required. Antenna diversity in the form of
spatial diversity or beam steering is preferred over frequency hopping at the high data
rates of interest in this work. Spatial diversity can be achieved by placing the antennas a
significant :fraction of a wavelength apart, which is quite practical at millimeter
wavelengths. Beam steering is also practical at these wavelengths [Bird et al, 1994].
The USA Federal Communications Commission has notified the allocation of the 59-64
GHz band for unlicensed short range transmission [FCC, 1995]. This band is ideally
suited for high speed wireless LANs. Other countries are also actively opening the bands
around 60 GHz for unlicensed use [e.g. Takimoto, 1995; Meinel, 1995a].

4.3 WLAN System Architecture
The implicit low range of operation at 60 GHz is advantageous for interference
minimisation and hence distributed bandwidth use. It also suggests an architecture with
numerous small hub units providing access to a cabled infrastructure.
The basic entity of the WLAN is a radio cell, illustrated in Figure 4.2, containing a hub
station and mobile stations. A radio cell is a volume, up to about 20m in diameter for
millimetre wavelength carriers, within which it is possible to establish reliable two-way
communication between the hub station and mobile stations.
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Figure 4.2 A radio Cell
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A WLAN system, illustrated in Figure 4.3, consists of either a single radio cell or
multiple interconnected radio cells. Interconnection is via attachment of any one or more
of the hub and mobile stations in a cell to another network, which may be either wired or
wireless.
The hub station has the responsibility of providing connectivity between all mobile
stations and is placed to overcome the so-called 'hidden terminal problem' - not all
mobile stations may be able to directly contact each other because of blockages. The hub
station acts as a relay for all communications within the cell. It also fairly manages access
to the wireless medium for the mobile stations within the radio cell and from the
backbone.

CELL

CELL

ı;ı

;;;ı

CELL

Figure 4.3 A Wireless LAN System

Interference between nearby hubs can be minimised without coordination by adoption of
a spectrum channel plan and the use of an appropriate dynamic channel allocation (DCA)
scheme by the hub stations. A WLAN with 25 Mbit/s capacity per hub and with ten
channels available for DCA would occupy around 250 MHz or 5% of the available
spectrum. Expansion to a system operating at 155 Mbit/s is feasible.
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4.4 Station Implementation
A WLAN station has four principal components:
• a Physical layer (PHY) consisting of:
- a Transmission sub-layer - the 'RF section'
- a Modem sub-layer
• a Medium Access Control (MAC) sub-layer
• Station Management (SMT)
The modem sub-layer, MAC sub-layer and SMT together will be referred to as the
WLAN backend. The differences between the mobile station and the hub station are their
antenna systems, the MAC and SMT.

4.4.1 RF .,.Section
While the target carrier frequency is in the 59-64 GHz band, the prototype link uses a 40
GHz radio. An RF-section for a 61 GHz WLAN, similar to the 40 GHz transceiver
frontend used in the prototype. The transceiver operates in halfduplex mode. The front
end consists of an antenna, a transmit/receive switch, a low noise amplifier, a medium
power amplifier and a mixer.
For isotropic radiating antennas, there is a large variation in power received from a
mobile station at a ceiling-mounted hub antenna as the mobile moves from the centre of a
cell towards the edge. The WLAN hub antenna uses a shaped beam to partially
compensate for this power variation. The shaping increases the gain of the antenna for
shallow look angles. To completely eliminate this angle-related power variation, the
combined pattern of the hub antenna and mobile antenna should be a cosec squared
function of angle. However, in our system about half the potential variation is removed
by the beam shaping and the remainder is handled by the AGC (automatic gain control)
system. The mobile stations use a planar antenna [Bird et al, 1994].
The first mixer is a bi-directional image reject mixer that provides both up and down
conversion. The first local oscillator is at 59 GHz. The MPA output power is 10 mW.
The first transmit/receive switch, LNA, MPA and mixer are HEMT MMICs [Archer,
1992; Batchelor et al., 1993]. The intermediate frequency (IF) stage includes
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transmit/receive switches and a bandpass filter (not shown) to provide out-of-band
rejection. The IF stage uses I,Q up and down conversion with a quadrature LO.

4.4.2 WLAN Station Backend
A schematic diagram of a WLAN station backend is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 Station Backend

The backend accepts protocol data units (PDU) of length 218 bytes across the MAClayer
interface connecting the WLAN system to its host computer. This PDU size conveniently
holds four ATM cells plus link protocol header and is chosen recognizing the significant
overhead of around 100 bits needed for synchronisation and frequency tracking, as well
as some 1 O msec for switching between transmit and receive. The latter involves
switching of low noise, medium power amplifiers and other RF circuitry.
The data efficiency of this choice is approximately 85%. The PDU size is also short
enough that Doppler effects for stations moving up to several mis are negligible.
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The MAC adds its header to the PDU, and passes the resulting slot across a UTOPIA like
interface [ATM Forum, 1994] to the PHY layer where a cyclic redundancy check word is
calculated and added to the end of the slot.
The data stream is encoded by a rate 1/2, memory 6, trellis coder whose output is
interleaved and modulated as a block-differentially encoded QPSK signal. The DQPSK
symbols are assembled into frames suitable for generating multi-carrier modulation.
Only 12 of the 16 carriers are modulated in the prototype. The carrier at zero frequency is
avoided because of its high noise level resulting from receiver imperfections, including
converter offsets and RF carrier breakthrough. Three further carriers at the edges of the
channel are avoided to accommodate channel filters. The use of only 12 carriers is a very
conservative choice. The frame is then transformed by a 45 MHz, 16-point fast Fourier
transform circuit, resulting in a serial complex number stream. After 4-sample cyclic
extension, these complex numbers are converted to analog signals by 8-bit digital-toanalog converters and passed to the RF section.
The measured spectrum of the transmitted signal, shown in Figure 4.5, clearly shows the
12 modulated carriers, six either side of the unmodulated zero-frequency carrier. The link
bit rate is 54 Mbit/s (45 MHz* 2 bit/symbol* 12/20).

Figure 4.5 Measured spectrum of the WLAN Tx signal showing 12 modulated carriers.

On the receive side, the input is a quadrature pair of baseband signals that are digitized by
8-bit analog-to-digital converters. After cyclic extraction to complement the transmit
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cyclic extension process, a fast Fourier transform circuit separates the multi-carrier
signals. Synchronisation circuits (not shown) obtain :frequency,symbol and frame sync.
Information carrying tones are fed to a soft-decision differential demodulator before
deinterleaving and soft decision Viterbi decoding. The decoded bits are compiled into a
slot, checked for errors and processed by the MAC and SMT entities.
The modem is implemented largely using Xilinx programmable logic parts with a custom
FFT design, similar to that described by Ryan et al [1995], and a commercial Viterbi
decoder. The maximum clock speed of the implementation is limited to 45 MHz by both
the FFT and Viterbi decoder. Much higher speed operation can be expected of a custom
chip implementation of the back-end, the design of which is entirely feasible.
The MAC builds on the half-duplex operation of the physical layer. The basic operation
of the MAC protocol is as follows:
• Cell bandwidth is quantised into slots of fixed length
• Each mobile station 'owns' some :fraction (one or more slots) of the total radio cell
bandwidth, which it obtains upon registering with the hub station, and is guaranteed
access to that bandwidth at all times if needed.
• Mobile stations may access any unused slots, which may or may not be the slots they
own; the hub station has the responsibility of marking the slots to indicate their
potential use.
• MAC traffic for a mobile station always appears as an exchange - a transmit-slot-tohub/
receive-slot-from-hub pair.
• Mobile stations must base their transmissions on hub timing A heavily loaded cell
operates essentially in TDM mode with each mobile using its owned slots.
In a lightly loaded cell, the MAC protocol provides a service that allows any station to
access a substantial proportion of the cell bandwidth. The transition between this and
TDM mode is a smooth and seamless one.
SMT handles a variety of standard management function as well as the registration
process and power-down modes.
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4.4.3 Link Performance
The simulated BER performance of the link is shown in Figure 4.6 for two channels. The
steep waterfall curve is for an AWGN channel. The second BER curve is for a
representative hostile indoor channel consisting of a line-of-sight signal plus four
multipath signals. The rms delay spread of the channel is 7 nsec and the maximum delay
is 26 nsec.
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Figure 4.6 BER curves for AWGN channel and for channel with line-of-sight plus four
Multipaths.

The range of channel characteristics encountered in a practical indoor environment will
be great and the best indicator of overall performance is the ability to achieve an
acceptable BER throughout a radio cell. A set of measurements taken for each of four
beam directions at sites in an open-plan office environment (Room E6A256) at
Macquarie University for a link rate of 50 Mbit/s. The room has eye-height partitions
defining some 32 work comers (open cubicles), a lab measurement area and meeting
area. The room has numerous metal filing cabinets, wooden bookshelves and desks, with
overhead metal light fittings and several O.Sm square structural support columns. The
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laboratory area and left side wall contain many metal racks, cupboards and shelves. The
bottom of Figure 4.8 is an exterior wall with 1.7m high windows approximately lm from
the floor occupying approximately 75% of the wall. The hub was placed at height 2.7m.
Shaded clover patterns indicate beam directions for which the BER< 10-5 Four beams
are shown at each measurement site. Dark shaded beams show directions in which the
measured BER was less than 10-5, an error level which is considered satisfactory for
computer network operation since at this level higher-layer protocols are readily able to
recover from the resulting packet errors. Note that coverage even close to the hub
requires the use of some form of diversity. Satisfactory performance is obtained
everywhere within a 1 Om radius of the hub with the exception of a small region at the
main entrance to the room between the Laboratory Space and Offices (at centre top of the
figure).

4.5 Summary
The prototype WLAN transmits at a link speed of 54 Mbit/s to achieve reliable data
transfer at 27 Mbit/s (after decoding) through the use of a robust coded multicarrier
modulation scheme. Antenna diversity is needed to obtain good coverage in a typical
indoor office environment. We believe that this system is the fastest WLAN yet reported
and that it demonstrates the feasibility of indoor multimedia mobile communications.
However, the cost of mm-wave radio systems is currently too high for consumer use.
Estimates show that cost effective solutions will exist in a 5 year time frame [Meinel,
1995b; Skellem & Percival, 1994]. For shorter term solutions, lower frequencies must be
considered. The prototype modem described here is also suited to lower radio frequency
carriers but spectrum availability to date has concentrated our efforts on mmwave
carriers. Recent regulatory changes may open the way for lower :frequencymultimedia
WLANs.
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CONCLUSION
As this brief introduction to mobile networking has shown, Mobile IP has great
potential. Security needs are getting active attention and will benefit from the
deployment efforts underway. Within the IETF, Mobile IP is likely to move from a
proposed standard to a draft standard in the near future.
The IETF standardization process requires the working group to rigorously
demonstrate interoperability among various independent implementations before the
protocol can advance. FTP Software has hosted two interoperability testing sessions,
and many vendors have taken advantage of the opportunity. Test results have given
added confidence that the Mobile IP specification is sound, implementable, and of
diverse interest throughout the Internet community. Only a few minor revisions have
been needed to ensure the specification can be interpreted in only one way by the
network protocol engineers and programmers who must implement it.
It is possible that the deployment pace of Mobile IP will track that of IPv6, or
that the requirements for supporting mobility in IPv6 nodes will give additional impetus
to the deployment of both IPv6 and mobile networking. The increased user convenience
and the reduced need for application awareness of mobility can be a major driving force
for adoption. Since both IPv6 and Mobile IP have little direct effect on the operating
systems of mobile computers outside of the network layer of the protocol stack,
application designers should find this to be an acceptable programming environment. Of
course, everything depends heavily on the willingness of platform and router vendors to
implement Mobile IP and/or IPv6, but indications are strong that most major vendors
already have implementations either finished or underway.
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